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"DEMOCRATIC VISTAS."

BY JAMES N. WOOD.

JUDGMENT on national and world questions is astray, be-

cause a popular criterion does not harmonize with sound

deduction. It is unfortunate that prosperity in a material sense is

the prevalent standard of right opinion. An uncertain quantity at

best, it sometimes accompanies a nation for a space on a downward

path ; it may be the very precursor of a ruin the imminence of which

it effectually conceals. The nineteenth century suffices to confirm

these reflections. It looms like a golden epoch in the life of man,

yet under its spell more was done to lower the morale of the race

than was accomplished during many prior centuries, though the

latter are now popularly referred to in a derogatory sense. Com-

pare modern policies with those of Europe, as late as the seven-

teenth century. Going on to the middle ages, the contrast is even

more striking. The type of man then guiding administrative af-

fairs was sharply distinct from his prototype of the present. It is

true that Science groped in almost impenetrable darkness, and

Philosophy saved itself from extinction only by recourse to the

mask of scholasticism. None the less, there was a spirit abroad

that compensated for misfortune so direful. Men were not afraid

of life. Resolution was nurtured by ardor, uncertainty and risk.

If the colossal industrial fabric reared by the modern was unknown,

ignorance was balanced by sublime faith in craftsmanship. Even

this was esteemed secondary to the development of manhood. The

stress of life compelled it. Men recognized definite principles

which, although reaffirmed by later science, have been made almost

impossible of execution by the pressure of democracy. The breed-

ing of superior men. What antagonism the expression now gives
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rise to ! From the conscious and the unconscious there ascends the

spontaneous envy of trivial minds. Derision meets it in the political

world.

Why, then, were peoples so handicapped by lack of the material

discoveries that subsequently altered man's very relation to nature?

Why, it may well be asked, were they of the past able to survive

the sacrifices incident to the struggles that history tells of them?

After all, the late war was not the greate t ever waged., unless

numerically. Consider Germany at the end of the Thirty Years

War. Devastated and more than decimated—even tottering on the

verge of barbarism— it found a force within itself too vital to

weaken, and that carried it through shadow undismayed, to stand

again among the nations, even though it had faced the apparently

irretrievable. The more picturesque Crusades—superficially so

futile. How astounding was the persistence with which Europe

sent host after host to certain destruction. Conceive the same races,

in an equal space of time, patiently plodding on, satisfied to accu-

mulate riches. Is it believable that their chronicle would be the

vista it now is to those who prefer to think of man as something

more than a peasant, peacefully tilling his fields? That which was

great in the past was achieved when life was difficult; when forti-

tude and independence refused to shrink from reality.

Yet even then Europe was moving downward, checked in the

descent by the steadfast resistance of a few, reluctant to compromise

with destiny. The deep psychology of that tragedy is not to be

written here, it is noted as a manifestation of that prepotence that

sustained the guardian of civilization throughout her bitter periods.

What is it that lifts sublimely from the mists of war and ruin that

have mingled so often beneath her sun and sky ? What else but

wounds healed quickly, daring renewed at secret springs ; faith,

mocking at time. Is the meaning obscure? It is to those minds oniy

that have surrendered to what is least in the modern outlook.

Europe is great by reason of her past, and this greatness maintains

because she still has within her breast the qualities that live wherever

the will is in flower. Throughout her stormy life there have been

at hand sons of her own troubled existence, born of generations

undaunted by fate. The implication is one far from a popular dic-

tion, one that speaks lightly of attributes not akin to service, sacri-

fice, humanitarianism. Why, humanitarianism is something brought

forth by man's very weakness. It is the confession of descent from

heights once nobly scaled. Civilization nurtures this master fallacy,
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that the struggle of life is to attain common comfort. It longs for

regions where no mountains are, hnt only the dreary wastes of a

flower-swept expanse, and its fatuity lias led it to worship strange

demons, in place of the august genius of a fairer time. These

dreary shades acompany it as it plods on towards an ever-receding

morrow, listening to plaintive melodies unknown to Pan. All that

is nohle is evil—and joy is sin ! To escape the torment of a mind

heset hy jeering phantoms, it literally tears its soul asunder, a sac-

rifice given for a moment's respite from gloomy inhibitions, whim-

pered from highest heaven and wailed from deepest hell.

It is this hidden strength that America does not reckon with,

unable to comprehend its basis. Europe has gulped her share of

modern folly, and paid more dearly for the indulgence than has

America, guarded by sea and circumstance. In spite of it the power

to resist has lingered, replenished by a blood more virile and austere.

From it has come an ever-verdant youth, the indomitable intrepidity

that sustains her in trial, and the everlasting fortitude that still

assures her supremacy in the world. For the mind capable of bal-

anced judgment the span of American history, as brief as it has

been, contains a record that reveals innate weaknesses and the force

of tendencies that add to the difficulty of future liberation from the

thrall of a galling pettiness. There is a contradiction, too, that can-

not be overlooked. The western world is an outpost of European

civilization, and still far from having one of her own creation. This

outpost is composed of lesser units than those assuring the integrity

of the Continent.

In the search for evidences of will-strength on this side of the

water there is discoverable only one struggle worthy of considera-

tion, the Civil War. In it American met American, and if method

was naive, if action lacked technique, it showed both hardihood and

tenacity. It was a contest that had laurels for both, marred only by

a spirit of malignant littleness which made clear the presence of

deep-rooted disease. But after the subjugation of the South, what

remained of the conquered? A single war, apparently, had swept

its best components into the limbo of the forgotten. Nearly sixty

years have passed since that tragedy, but no sign comes forth that

the stricken region has even begun to rise from the stroke of a

single defeat. Those who gave it distinction and, on field and in

cabinet, for a spell rivetted the gaze of the world, have gone. In

their place parade a sorry crowd of itinerant politicians and bab-

bling- messiahs who lash fantastic Hocks into frenzv over maudlin
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they languished. Only one poet to be taken seriously, Lanier. Poe

was southern only in name. Richmond looked on him as a weird

sort of evil genius. There is something uncanny about the attitude

towards him there, even yet. Nevertheless, he was read and ad-

mired. Groping through much shadow, it is hard to escape believ-

ing that, in some way, he had violated a secret unwritten law, the

nature of which is unknown to this day.

It was in political fields that intellectual capacity preferred to

display itself. This was not illogical. The south was always on

the defensive. Its record as a home of statesmen is high. Their

acumen more than matched the talent of New England, and for a

long while, but statesmanship involves war. Here, the southerner

found his hands more often tied. Surrounded by enemies in terri-

tory of his own, another era might have dawned for him. He

yielded to temptation and necessity, accepting a property contest

which finally destroyed him. The odds were beyond all reason. He

was faced by the world. The modern demanded the extirpation

of every trace of the past.

The loss to American blood, to that fundamental principle of

superior descent without which no nation can be great, was the real

disaster of the conflict, for the obvious reason that there was little

of it to lose. The carnival of blatant illiteracy that followed includes

a blurred page in the public archives, doubly so because its signifi-

cance escaped even the few intelligent among the victors. To the

south, the consequences were evil beyond description. To replace

the gentleman, there appeared a generation who aped recollection,

the ass regnant in the lion's skin. There was an utter lack of com-

prehension of the basic differentiating quality that marks the su-

perior man, boldness of attitude towards the difficult. The new

custodians resorted to the most ignoble expedients to maintain a

position thrust upon them by event. From this plague the south

has never recovered. The condition grows worse instead of better.

It is now the favored land of any fanatic who prates of slave moral-

ity. An eager populace responds to propaganda superficially puerile,

but so insidious in effect on meager intellects that the influence of

the few remnants of brighter days is effectually paralyzed. In a

fool's paradise the wise are silent.

Suppose the south had not lost, what then? Once, this possibil-

ity was held up as an awful example of what fiendish scheming

might have led to. There was a popular tale to the effect that the

object really behind foreign sympathy was a baleful plan to divide
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the I niun, for the purpose of weakening it, ami by such means

eventually securing possession. It does not sound altogether im-

probable, although ignoring the importance of rivalry among the

very powers in question. The breaking away of Dixie would have

heen followed by other schisms, with little doubt, but whether this

would have involved evil in the long run is quite another matter.

The American is so accustomed to thinking of his country in terms

of territorial bigness that his idea of merit has come to be linked

with the concept of size, the result being hopeless materialism. It

is a foregone conclusion, therefore, that he will not relish some ob-

servations on what might happen if division ever broke up the ill-

balanced hegemony in which he exists.

The reason why Europe has been so fruitful of strong, individ-

ualistic types is, in part, due to her national alignments. It is true

that these have persisted by reason of ultra masculine units among
her populations, but nationalism has reacted favorably to the influ-

ence. Americans often lament that war has accompanied this status,

both in past and present, but the viewpoint is at once shallow and

insincere. Europe has been the fecund source of powerful blood

lines, and these have fortified the descent of other and inferior

races. The direct origin of the eagle strain among men is a mys-

tery, both to science and psychology, the latter being included after

due reflection over the progress of a novel and subtle analysis. In

a minor degree, the principle works among all peoples. Without

it, decline to barbarism, or to that slavery signified by fear and sub-

mission to standardization, follows swiftly. Those who rejoice over

the weakening of this force are blind to the conclusions of history.

The unity of Europe would be a calamity unparalleled in human
annals.

The appearance of new instrumentalities in war, the scope of

modern conflicts, furnish the posibilities of many things on the

American continent that another generation would have refused to

admit as even conjectural. After all, cut off from a few states

along the Atlantic seaboard, and perhaps including the lake region,

what would the rest of the United States amount to? Nothing.

And this will be the foundation of any aggressive military policy

on the part of future external enemies.

It does not seem likely, at least within any rea onable period

of time, that division would threaten the United States from any

internal source. The character of the population is favorable to

long-continued national integrity. It is impossible to conceive an
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individual strong enough to coalesce a following with the object of

disrupting the confederation of states. It is true that, on occasion,

threats are made—but these never rise beyond veiled hints. Such

mutterings have come from the West during agrarian uprisings, but

no one takes them seriously. The American system of welding

recalcitrant will forces operates admirably. The population, as

a whole, is composed of docile classes, and the few capable

of ill find fortune so easy of attainment that they are satisfied to

leave the state alone. The conspiracies spoken of at times by the

police in connection with socialist agitation are, of course, intended

solely for the large part of the population that made Barnum
famous.

But in war anything can happen, and, as ought to be evident

now, to the most dense, it can happen fast. It would be from this

direction that disaster might come. Successful invasion would

make disruption not only possible but extremely probable. It is

from this point of view that the subject is here considered. The

result, however, might be far different, in the long run, from what

the invader had expected.

Once set in motion, the impulse to divide would spread. This

conclusion is based on the heterogeneous nature of the American

population, and the antagonisms already existent between parts of

it, antagonisms repressed by the overwhelming force of the col-

lective state. A nation composed of Xew England, the Middle At-

lantic states and, possibly, Virginia, would compose a formidable

aggregation, one comparing favorably with the greatest of the Con-

tinental powers. Another might be built up from the states adjoin-

ing the Lake region and the headwaters of the Mississippi, while

that river, itself, could become the line between a powerful group

on the seaboard and an agricultural empire in the Middle West. A
northwest power is conceivable on the Pacific coast, but whether or

not this would include California is problematical. The latter state

is extremely potent and might prove equal to maintaining her own
independence. A Gulf Empire readily defines itself, but it would

require alliances, at least for a time, by reason of the elementary

character of the inhabitants of that section. Louisiana would neces-

sarily constitute its head. As to the west in general, it must be

borne in mind that vast stretches of it are worthless, and always will

be. Irrigation is limited by the rainfall in the Rockies. The Amer-

ican Desert contains large areas that would not even respond to it.

The labor required to make habitable important sections of the
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west would built up half a dozen Hollands along the rich savannahs

of South Carolina, Georgia and the Gulf States.

It is plain that a collection of nations is not beyond the scope

of the imagination, and the American continent may be the scene

of strange developments, some day. Independent nations may rise

and fall
;
genius, ever alert, may build again a federation like that

now existing, but under a more patent imperialism. It would be

during the stress of differences brought about by the relations of

such independencies that populations would become more distinctive

and' individualistic, the net effect being the development of races

having stronger characteristics than those now dominating the

American possessions. This is an observation worthy of a separate

notation. The defect of the American system is the effectiveness

with which it annihilates individuality. This is evident everywhere.

There is not a fusion of races in a melting pot, as has been claimed,

but a breaking down of spirit that levels all. This favors weak

types, and it is the prevalence of these that strikes the intelligent

foreigner when he travels among us. As a rule, he is much too

clever to allude to it. Americans love praise, and they are surfeited

with it. None the less, the possibility of a weakening tendency evi-

dently worried the founders of the Republic, themselves men of

remarkable foresight. The long discussion of federal powers as

against those of the states, no doubt included verbal allusions to it.

It was feared that the invasion of state boundaries would favor

their disintegration, leading finally to Federal autocracy. That

this apprehension was well founded events have abundantly con-

firmed. Absolute jurisdiction on the part of the national govern-

ment is too near at hand to be disputed. Political strife, in the im-

mediate future, will be between sections, each intent on supremacy.

While the outline hazzarded in this running glance at the prob-

able, or improbable, future, has been confined to groupings in which

specific states were named, it should be remembered that present

nomenclature is adhered to to make more evident a general idea.

In point of fact, the condition conjectured might follow lines en-

tirely beyond the range of contemporary foresight. Names count

for little, save where they link memory to splendor or sublimity.

Athens spells intellect in culmination ; Rome is another word for

grandeur. Some humble American hamlet may be all that passes

to immortality.

The great delusion is believing that man himself is less than

the environment in which he acts. It is the individual who per-
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sists. The glory of his deeds, his thoughts, it is these that live.

Empires rise and fall, their memory is lost, but something has been

added to the sum of human powers, a word here and there in the

flight of time.

The progress of America is conceived as something that will

efface many in a commingling, this leading to a novel race. lie-

cause progress and futurity are terms so commonly used, they have

come to mean something near at hand. If it be true that a bizarre

population is to some day merge into a racial type, the date must

reach beyond the shadowland of present dreams. A thousand years

would be a trifling interval with which to cover it. That such a

race will never appear at all is infinitely more probable. The domi-

nance of a cross which will include a limited number of strains,

gradually fused into one, is more within the limits of anticipation,

because more remote from the impossible. Vastness of empire has

never, of itself, indicated greatness. It has been the means by which

a relatively small part displayed its majesty. A race deficient in

numbers, but intense in spirit. Transient though their cycles have

been, it is their record that passes on from age to age, to daunt the

little and inspire the bold.



SOCIAL IDEALS AND HUMAN NATURE.

BY VICTOR S. YARROS.

IT will not clo for philosophers and seers to gallop away from the

position assumed by the average body of human beings in a

community. If the plain men and women, the majority of a given

society, are left far behind on the road to the Ideal, what happens is

that the Ideal remains a paper scheme, a pleasant dream, while the

plain, matter-of-fact people who live and work and play in the

world as it is know not of the Ideal, or, if they hear of it from

authors and preachers whom they can understand, treat it as some-

thing so remote and Utopian as to have no bearing whatever on

actual conduct.

Sociologists and moralists are beginning to appreciate this

sobering truth. They are beginning to reckon seriously with the

plain man, to put him into their equations, to test their doctrines and

proposals by asking whether they fit his mind and character. Ours

is a Pragmatic and Behaviorist age, though many of us are not

ready to accept either Pragmatism or Behaviorism as the last word

of science and philosophy. The desire of the philosopher to "re-

construct" his whole system in order to establish close contacts with,

and claims upon, the plain man is at times pathetic. But if philos-

ophy is to be of use and service it must be vital and significant to

the plain man—that is, the plain man who stops to think about

philosopbical issues and seeks to grasp them.

It is in this commendable spirit that philosophers and sociolo-

gists are now attacking the problem of Social Reform and endeav-

oring to vindicate it against the charge of Utopianism or repug-

nance to essential human nature. And it is in the same spirit that

efrorts are being made to prove that reforms deemed by many "rad-

ical" and revolutionary are, in point of fact, entirely consonant with

average human nature and the practical reason.
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We shall briefly discuss here two hooks that arc symptomatic

of the tendency just alluded to and interesting on other account- as

well. One is Professor John Dewey's I In man Nature and Conduit,

and the other Professor Arthur J. Todd's Theories of Social

Progress.

Professor Dewey is a philosopher and one of the most dis-

tinguished living exponents of Pragmatism. lie is known as an

advanced liberal. Professor Todd is a sociologist and a social worker

with ,a decided leaning, philosophically speaking, toward Pergsonian

and post-Bergsonian anti-intellectualism.

Let us see how much aid and encouragement each of these

thinkers affords the advanced progressive schools of reform, on

the one hand, and the deeply-perplexed plain man on the other

—

the man who is naturally conservative, who knows that the present

social order is full of defects yet hesitates to condemn it and em-

brace a nebulous and revolutionary paper alternative for it.

Professor Dewey has no faith in social nostrums or panaceas.

He is practical in his idealism, for like a true Pragmatist he has little

use for an ideal that is divorced from reality and that seems to offer

one a Sunday consolation, sentimental and sterile in character, for

the troubles and disappointments of the rest of the week. For Pro-

fessor Dewey there are no "ideals" to be realized, no one knows how,

in the dim and distant future, but problems of the present to be dis-

cussed and solved in the present, so far as possible. Tie is an op-

portunist in the true and right sense of the term—one who believes

in making the best use of immediate opportunities in the light of

reason. Pie does not believe that any institution can be successfully

defended against attacks by asserting that it is rooted in human

nature, or that a proposal involving radical changes in institutions

is disposed of by affirming that it conflicts with human nature. It is

natural for men to act, says Professor Dewey, but it is not natural

for them to act in a given, fixed way. War. for example, is not

necessarilv inevitable because men are restless, combative and covet-

ous. They have fought and still fight for certain causes that seem

to many of us irrational or that, if rational, can now best be served

by conference, conciliation ami arbitration. But it does not follow

that men must continue to fight instead of settling disputes by sub-

mitting them to impartial tribunals. Men no longer tight duels, but

they are as combative and suspicious as ever. They tight in a differ-

ent way—that is all. There are substitutes for war. and their use

does not spell violence to human nature.
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human nature. A thing seemingly impossible may be made po

ble by creating new habits of thought, by changing ideas, by re-

adjusting superficial relations. Slavery was at one time considered

natural and ineradicable. Slavery has been abolished, but servility,

docility, dependence have not been abolished. Those who defended

slavery on biological and psychological grounds gave that term too

narrow a definition. They overlooked the elasticity of human na-

ture, the possibility of domination and government of men in wa;

less gross and coarse than slavery.

Our arguments, then, pro or con a reform in any direction

should be addressed, as common sense always has addressed them,

to two things—Reason and Conscience. Every human problem is

at bottom a scientific problem. We note a maladjustment, a source

of friction and waste and pain, a situation that disturbs and offends

many of us. Several remedies are proposed, some of them mod-

erate and some radical. How is a choice to be made? In the case

of an individual patient the advice of the best physician, or a group

of eminent physicians, is usually followed. Where the patient is

the body social and political, "the doctors disagree," and there is

no way of determining which of the groups offering diverse rem-

edies is the wisest and most authoritative. What, then, do we do?

Why, we continue the discussion, we seek to convert one another,

we write books and articles, we construct planks for party platforms

and consult the voters. We gradually attract adherents to our re-

spective programmes. Finally, some school or party, or some com-

bination of school and parties, carries the day and secures the

opportunity of applying its remedy. This remedy meantime has been

modified by criticism and perhaps by limited experiments. Reason,

conscience, fear, sympathy and other factors have contributed to the

result. The rejected alternatives proved to be repugnant to habits

of thought, to certain feelings and ideas, to "the spirit of the age."

The formula "contrary to human nature" would not cover the case.

Hence, the men and women who desiderate an important re-

form, while justified in ignoring sweeping and empty assertions of

opponents who claim an intimate knowledge of human nature, are

by no means justified in assuming that there are few difficulties in

the way of radical social alteration. On this latter point Professor

Dewey is clear, emphatic and wise. To quote:

"The force of lag in human life is enormous . . .

''Political and legal institutions may be altered, even abolished;

but the bulk of popular thought which has been shaped to their pat-
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tern persists. This is why glowing predictions of the immediate

coming of a social millennium terminate so uniformly in disappoint-

ment. . . . Habits of thought outlive modifications in habits of

overt action. The former are vital; the latter, without the sustain-

ing life of the former, are muscular tricks. Consequently, as a rule,

the moral effects of even great revolutions, after a few years of

outwardly conspicuous alterations, do not show themselves till after

the lapse of time. A new generation must come upon the scene

whose habits of mind have been formed under the new conditions.

The Lenins, the Trotzkys, the Bela Kuns, the Haywoods and

other worshippers of Force in reform ; the intolerant fanatics who
believe themselves to be infallible and entitled to impose their ideas

upon "ignorant, backward majorities" and "perverse, doctrinaire

minorities" alike might ponder Professor Dewey's words with

profit. Bolshevik methods are condemned by the entire human rec-

ord—including the record of all great upheavals and revolutions.

Bolshevism reckoned without the mental habits and the material

conditions which militate against its success—even a partial and

slight success. The same remark may be made respecting that

strange Italian essay in revolutionary communities, the famous

"lock-in" of the metallurgical workers. Though the government

remained passive, the adventure failed dismally—the workmen were

not prepared to take over any industry, operate it efficiently, sell the

product and pay themselves living wages.

Now, these two illustrations from current experience re-enforce

Professor Dewey's argument. Communism may or may not be

repugnant to that uncertain quantity of uncertain quality, human
nature, but it incontestably proved to be repugnant to the mental

habits and the complex of conditions of contemporary Russian and

Italian life. For scientific as well as for practical purposes, this

conclusion is all sufficient.

Let us now turn to Professor Todd's work and inquire into

the bearing of its review of theories of social progress on the rad-

ical reform movements of the day.

Human nature, Professor Todd holds, is "infinitely diverse and

infinitely malleable, infinitely sensitive to change." We are a bundle

of potential selves. The real human self is social; it is built up of

social experiences ; social life furnishes not only the mold but the

very materials that are poured into the self for the casting of a

social self. We are all part and parcel of one another. We can

modify our dominant self by efforts of the will, and social educa-
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tion, including discipline and fear or dislike of censure, may and

do give us the will to modify ourselves. But what is the aim, what

the intended effect, of social education? The answer is, to civilize

and socialize the individual. More definitely still "social education

aims to create social solidarity hy means of a social type marked by

service rather than exploitation." Harmony, peace and co-operation

are, and have for centuries heen deemed possible and desirable.

When we speak of progress we mean advance toward harmony,

peace and co-operation. We are dissatisfied with present conditions,

and we are certain that this discontent is "divine"—or rather

rational and creditahle. We seek improvements and feel that they

are within our reach, provided a sufficient number of a given soci-

ety desiderate and long for them.

We say that we have a social ideal, but what we mean is that

we have a difficulty, or a set of difficulties—a problem to solve, in

short. The first question is, Is the problem soluble or insoluble?

If insoluble, the discussion ends. If soluble, then the next question

is, How ?

If we believe in social progress; if we believe, not that some

force not in or of ourselves makes for progress, but that we our-

selves, because of our intelligence, our adaptability, our power of

self-control and of control over the environment, are able to remove

the difficulties we are troubled by in industry, politics, social rela-

tions, etc., and establish a far more satisfactory state of things in

those realms ; if we believe that the individual and the body social

can reconcile their differences and live in greater harmony, each

serving the other and each helping the other in freedom and peace

to make life better worth living, then we are philosophical optimists

and practical meliorists, and it is both our duty and privilege to work

for progress.

If there be any value in a general statement of the end of

human progress, which is doubtful. Professor Todd offers the fol-

lowing formula : "Reconciling freedom of individual will with

evolution of society, the identification of man individualized and

man socialized."

Is there any evidence that man and society have been moving

toward this goal ? Certainly, answers Professor Todd. The march

has not been steady, and at times it seems to have been arrested

altogether, or even to have taken a backward direction. But on the

whole, if we take definite standards and measures of value and

apply them to human history, we cannot fail to conclude that man
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and society have not unsuccessfully adjusted many serious differ-

ences and removed many obstacles in the way of individual expan-

sion and social efficiency and co-operation.

Human nature has made past progress possible and has condi-

tioned it and even imposed it. The same human nature will impose,

insure and condition further progress. Crime, poverty, cruelty,

injustice, oppression are severally symptoms of discord and mal-

adjustment. Man is not yet adapted to the social state; the state

has not learned to respect and to make the best use of the individual

and his faculties. Harmony will not be achieved in a century, per-

haps not in a millennium. But it will be achieved gradually, if at all,

and many of us—a constantly increasing number, happily—are

making "the goal of human progress" our individual goal. That is,

many of us are earnestly grappling with the questions which divide

modern civilized society, cause waste and trouble, breed animosity

and hatred and lead to international and internecine warfare in vari-

ous forms. We have as yet little agreement respecting the remedies

to be applied, the preventives to be adopted, but deep study, think-

ing and discussion will sooner or later evolve a substantial consensus

of opinion in the premises.

Why are we interested in the questions that are connected with

the "goal of human progress?" Do we expect personal benefits

from the efforts we are making? Are we selfish or unselfish in

making those efforts?

The answers to these queries are important, for they are bound

to throw light on the general and abstract question of human prog-

ress. But too often the answers given are superficial, dogmatic,

narrow. Men are not governed by simple or single motives. They
do not know where self-interest ends and altruism begins. They
are not certain altruism is free from a touch of self-interest. All

that we can know and need to know is that all sorts and conditions

of men are co-operating, for various reasons, or without any definite

conscious reason, in the search for the solution of the complex of

social problems we identify with human progress. Some men are

selfish, or think they are. Others are disinterested, or think they

are. Some are curious and intellectually interested in those prob-

lems, while others reveal an emotional interest in them. Some are

in love with their own ideas on the subject and persistently press

them on the community. Others maintain an open mind as to par-

ticular ideas, but are willing and anxious that the search and dis-

cussion shall continue till solutions are found.
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We arc what we arc. We have made progress because of our

qualities, and in spite of some of our qualities. Wc shall continue

to make progress, and with the same qualities and propensities.

"Human nature," to repeat, does not obstruct progress, but, on the

contrary, invites and demands it, but what in a given case is in line

with progress and what not, is a question intelligence and reflection

alone can answer. It is, first and last, a scientific question, and

facts, experiments, more facts and more experiments will eventually

enable society to settle it. It will not be settled by "the superior

few," by benevolent and tyrannical majorities. The plain man will

have to be reckoned with and consulted; he will have to be—not

perhaps fully converted by elaborate arguments and demonstrations,

but certainly favorably impressed, interested and rendered tolerant

and open-minded in regard to the proposed reforms. The function

of the advanced minority is to lead, not to drive. The plain man
has boycotted reform as he has boycotted philosophy. Neither

seemed meant for him. Both arc meant for him—if they are meant

for life; if they are to be of service to humanity. "Democracies,"

said James Brycc, "are what their leaders make them."' This is

true, for no society can dispense with initiative, foresight and vi-

sion, or with the leadership of those who possess these rare gifts,

and no society ever does dispense with them for any considerable

period. But the leaders in modern society, if they aspire to endur-

ing influence, must beware of intellectual arrogance or tactless

claims to superiority and privilege. They can only mold and make

society by winning its sympathy, affection and confidence. They

can make it. especially, by enlisting the younger elements and giving

them new ideas and new mental habits. Philosophers and reformers

are first of all educators and should act as competent educators do.

Coercion, fanaticism, supercilious airs, contempt for the students

have never made an educator or school successful. Education, not

force, is the means to social progress, as it is the means to the popu-

larization and dissemination of sound philosophical ideas.



WHITMAN AND THE RADICALS AS POETS OF
DEMOCRACY.

BY CATHERINE BEACH ELY.

THAT the oratorical young radicals are the literary offspring of

Walt Whitman is frequently claimed by themselves or their

friends, yet their verse diverges considerably in its national aspects

from his. Most of the bitter-end radical poets are of foreign ori-

gin or have expatriated themselves, which may account in part for

their out-of-tuneness with race and national solidarity. They differ

from Whitman in their theories of government and consequently

in their attitude toward Democracy and Reconstruction. Whitman
was no pacificist. His verse is the song of a renewed Democracy

which he believed was to arise like a Phoenix from the devastating

flames of the Civil War

—

"A new brood, native, athletic, continental."

He passed through the ordeal of the Civil War; he summoned

America to the conflict

—

"Long, too long, America,

Traveling roads all even and peaceful, you learned from joys and

prosperity only;

But now to learn from cries of anguish, advancing, grappling with

direst fate and recoiling not."

The radical poets may pride themselves on their red blood, but

they have not been as a group especially martial. In quite un-

Whitmanesque vein are Ezra Pound's lines

:

"Sing we for love and idleness,

Naught else is worth the having.

"Though I have been in many a land,

There is naught else in living,
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"And I would ratlur have my sweet

Though ruse leaves die of grieving

"Than do high deeds in Hungary

To pass all men's believing."

Whitman's voluntary sacrifice and suffering gave him the right

to speak with authority. Both as an active force and ;.

poet he wove into the tissue of his own life the agony and triumph

of the Civil War. J lis unstinted labors among the wounded ]•

manently affected his health and exhausted his financial resources:

"The fractured thigh, the knee, the wound in tint abdomen,

These and more 1 dress with impassive hand ( yet deep in my breast

a fire, a burning flame)—
I sit by the restless all the dark night, some are so young.

Some suffer so much, 1 recall the experience sweet and sad."

Yet as the strong man and the lover of life he responded to the

mighty panorama of war

:

"To hear the crash of artillery—to see the glistening of bayonets

and musket barrels in the sun !

To see men fall and die and not complain!"

The young radicals, however, did not seize with avidity the op-

portunity offered by the recent world conflict for displaying their

virile manhood. Although Carl Sandburg sympathized in the down-

with-the-Kaiser angle of the war, these lines show him viewing the

scene not amid the din of battle, not at the bedside oi dying war-

riors, but from behind a newspaper.

"I sit in a chair and read the newspapers.

Millions of men go to war, acres of them are buried, guns and ships

broken, cities burned, villages sent up in smoke, and chil-

dren where cows arc killed oil' amid hoarse barbecues van-

ish like finger-rings of smoke in a north wind.

I sit in a chair and read the newspapers."

Whitman's profound feeling for Lincoln was one of the main-

springs of his poetic destiny. It breathes in the following forward

looking tribute:
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"This dust was once the man,

Gentle, plain, just and resolute, under whose cautious hand

Against the foulest crime in history known in any land or age,

Was saved the union of these States."

But with scant ceremony Sandburg shovels Lincoln and Grant into

the tombs along with all the rest of us and leaves us these

:

"When Abraham Lincoln was shoveled into the tombs, he forgot the

copperheads and the assassin—in the dust, in the cool tombs.

And Ulysses Grant lost all thought of con men, and Wall Street,

cash and collateral turned ashes—in the dust, in the cool

tombs.

Take any streetful of people buying clothes and groceries, cheer-

ing a hero or throwing confetti and blowing tin horns—tell

me if the lovers are losers—tell me if any get any more

than the lovers—in the dust—in the cool tombs."

To the old-fashioned patriot that was Whitman, the battle flag

was a glorious symbol:

" for the soul of man one flag above all the rest,

Token of all brave captains and all intrepid sailors and mates,

And all that went down doing their duty."

But Vachel Lindsey, the modernist, makes the battle flag stand

for perdition rather than the passion of patriotism:

"All in the name of this or that grim flag,

No angel-flag in all the rag-array.

"Banners the demons love, and all Hell sings

And plays with harps. Those flags march forth today
!"

After a great crisis nations are confronted by problems which

put to the test every ounce of force and wisdom which they pos-

sess. This herculean task of reconstruction—the gathering in of the

aftermath of war was Whitman's theme. He was no advocate of

easy makeshifts:
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"Now understand me well— it is provided in the essence of things

that from any fruition of success, no matter what, shall

come forth something to make a greater struggle neces-

sary."

But there was no pessimism in his idea of the forward march

of history:

"Roaming in thought over the universe, I saw the little that is good

steadily hastening toward immortality,

And the vast all that is call'd Evil, I saw hastening to merge itself

and become lost and dead."

T. S. Eliot's song of history has a quite different timbre. With

the extinguishing pessimism often characteristic of the radical school

in literature, he snuffs out the spiritual meaning of the past and

gives us fate mocking the human race.

"History has many cunning passages, contrived corridors

And issues, deceives with whispering ambitions.

Guides us by vanities.

And what she gives, gives with such supple confusions

That the giving famishes the craving. Gives too late

What's not believed in, or if still believed,

In memory only, reconsidered passion. Gives too soon

Into weak hands, what's thought can be dispensed with

Till the refusal propagates a fear. Think

Neither fear nor courage saves us. Unnatural vice-

Are flattered by our heroism. Virtues

Are forced upon us by our impudent crimes.

These tears are shaken from the wrath bearing tree
"

Whitman believed in the progress of the race through the tra-

vail of a just war into the fruition of free institutions. The strong

full current of his verse is the song of Democracy

;

"To thee, old cause,

Thou peerless, passionate, good cause,

Thou stern, remorseless, sweet idea.

Deathless throughout the ages, races, lauds.

After a strange, sad war. great war for thee
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(I think all war through time was really fought, and ever will be

really fought, for thee),

These chants for thee, the eternal march of thee."

He paints the ideal democratic community—the free city in a

free land:

"Where the citizen is always the head and ideal, and

President, Mayor, Governor, and what not. are agents for pay,

Where children are taught to be laws to themselves and to depend

on themselves,

Where the city of the faithfullest friends stands,

Where the city of the cleanliness of the sexes stands,

Where the city of the healthiest father stands,

Where the city of the best-bodied mothers stands,

There the great city stands."

He realized that Democracy must have as its threefold basic

support these pillars : Brotherhood, Good Government and Religion

:

"My Comrade,

For you to share with me two greatnesses and a third one rising

inclusive and more resplendent

The greatness of Love and Democracy and the greatness of Re-

ligion."

In contrast to Whitman's lofty conception we have Sandburg's

jocular and rather simian hobnobbing with the masses

:

"Oh, I got a zoo, I got a menagerie inside my ribs, under my bon^

head, under my red-valve heart—and I got something else;

it is a

Man-child heart, a woman-child heart: it is a father and mother

and lover: it came from God-Knows-Where : it is going to

God-Knows-

Where—For I am the keeper of the zoo : I say yes and no ; I sing

and kill and work : I am a pal of the world : I came from

the wilderness."

Such posturing seems clownish in comparison with the surge

of Whitman's verse, the sweep of his vision, for Whitman appar-
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ently foresaw and comprehended the Strange pha < of history in

which a later generation was to struggle. The measure and ultiu,

goal of the World War—through the Armageddon of l"l 1 19U to

the abolition of war, through a healthy nationalism to :i Bane inter-

nationalism—is here projected in lines which compass the possibili-

ties of the present moment

:

"Sail, sail thy best, ship of Democracy,

Of value is thy freight, 'tis not the present only.

The Past is also stored in thee,

Thou holdest not the venture of thyself alone, not of the Western

continent alone,

Earth's resume entire floats on thy keel, () ship. is steadied by thy

spars,

With thee Time voyages in trust, the antecedent nations sink or

swim with thee,

With all their ancient struggles, martyrs, heroes, epics, wars, thou

bear'st the other continents,

Theirs, theirs as much as thine, the destination-port triumphant

;

Steer them with good, strong hand and wary eye, O helmsman.

thou earnest great companions,

Venerable, priestly Asia sails this day with thee,

And royal, feudal Europe sails this day with thee."

It was given Walt Whitman to express the spiritual mission oi

America

:

"The measured faiths of other lands, the grandeurs of the jvast

Are not for thee, but grandeurs of thine own

Deific faiths and amplitudes."

There is more swagger in Alfred Kreymburg's flamboyant but

rather uninspired picture of America

:

"Up and down he goes

With terrible, reckless strides,

Flaunting great lamps

With joyous swings

—

One to the East

And one to the West

—

And flaunting two words
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In a thunderous call

That thrills the hearts of all enemies:

All, One ; All, One ; All, One ; All, One

!

Beware that queer, wild, wonderful boy

And his playground—don't go near

!

All, One; All, One; All, One; All, One;

Up and down he goes."

"Up and down," "up and down," whooping and gesticulating,

"he goes," but is Mr. Kreymburg's lusty, symbolical youth getting

anywhere ?

In Whitman's verse we have not only that love of the soil and

the masses which rather incoherently characterizes the humanitarian

radicals, but also a wholesome partiotism constructively expressed.

Whitman's conception of Democracy has scope and dignity: it does

not boisterously slap the crowd on the back nor merely protest petu-

lantly against economic evils. The kernel of his genius is health and

will-power. There is nothing mean spirited or shoddy in his point

of view. It is otherwise with the radical poets—although like a

quagmire at night they occasionally dart phosphorescent beauty of

thought and doctrine, yet do they on the whole express too much
bad taste, futility and pessimism. We have Whitman's conception

of practical Democracy over against the vague, sentimental social-

ism of the radical poets.

The feverish atmosphere of these confused songsters is not the

medium in which our nation can best gird up its loins for the tre-

mendous tasks of reconstruction and international co-operation.

Here is Whitman's call

:

"Poets to come ! orators, singers, musicians to come,

Arouse, for you must justify me!"

Of course there are radicals and radicals—not all of them are

perfected cynics like Ezra Pound, albeit quite a bit of their hurrah-

ing for the masses veils the primping of the intellectual. Certainly

Pound's lackadaisical coquetting with his own verse is no adequate

response to Whitman's impassioned plea

:

"Come, my songs, let us express our baser passions,

Let us express our envy for the man with a steady job and no

worry.
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You arc very idle, my songs

;

I fear you will come to a bad end.

"You stand about the streets, you loiter at the corners and btU I

You do next to nothing at all.

You do not even express our inner nobility.

"You will come to a very bad end.

"But you, newest song of the lot,

You are not old enough to have done much mischief.

I will get you a green coat out of China

With dragons worked on it.

I will get you the scarlet silk trousers

From the statue of the infant Christ at Santa Maria Novella,

Lest they say we are lacking in taste

Or that there is no caste in the family."

If the radical poets are to voice the present reconstruction pe-

riod with as much authority as did Whitman that of the sixties,

they will accomplish it not by cynicism or ranting nor by a mere

affectation of Whitmanism, but by getting down to the bedrock of a

practical democracy based on past achievements and consecrated to

future progress.
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Brace and t ompany.

ANEW literature of ideas is coming into being. It embodies

itself in a stream of books and articles, ever growing in vol-

utin-, calling <>n humanity to revise its point of view, and to meet a

inged world with a mind reborn. It demands a fresh vision and a

fresh start. It seeks, indeed, to work a mental revolution on a grand

And it takc> itself with immense seriousness.

Nearly every separate specimen of this literature of orientation

differs widely, in superficial aspects, from all otber specimens, for

the reason that tin- several authors come to the social problem with

different cultural backgrounds. Some of the writers are histori-

an*, some psychologists, some engineers, some journalists. But

whether they profess to peak for history, or science, or the world

arrive at curiously similar conclusions. The truth

tb.it .1 certain well denned stoek of ideas circulates through our
|H,st war world, and in this Stock all of our intellectuals trade. Be-

fore we look at individual 1 k-. let us examine a number of the

id< unon to all. or to most, of them. The more important of

the < urrent ptions are tin

I irst, Ib.it something fundamentally wrong marks and vitiates

our civilization The ver) b re insecun This social and

moral bankruptcy of the world is treated elf-evident assump-
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tion rather than as a thesis to be proved. And indeed to most minds

the calamities of the war and its aftermath make the assumption

entirely plausible. Pessimism is fashionable. Chronic critics of the

social order, who have been uttering doleful prophesies for years,

now go about with an air of smug dissatisfaction. The most reso-

lute optimists show that they are disturbed and perplexed by giving

vent to angry denunciations. Nearly everyone admits the need of

some sort of reconstruction; and of course this attitude of mind

affords an excellent opening for the revisionists.

Second, The human race is in its infancy. Beings that may be

called human or at least anthropoid, have existed on this planet for

approximately 500,000 years, for the most part in a state of untram-

meled savagery. Jf you construct a racial time scale, the whole

period of civilization looks about as wide as a wafer laid on

top of a flag-pole. Why be surprised at any lapse on the part of

creatures with such a lineage? Somewhere in all of us crouch a

barbarian and a beast.

Third, Within the period of civilization itself, and particularly

within the last few centuries, scientific and mechanical progress

has far outstripped social and political progress ; the one has raced

ahead at accelerated speed, while the other has lagged behind or

stood still. This generalization was clearly enunciated by the Vic-

torians. But it was given demonstration and emphasis by the war,

when the whole range of scientific invention was utilized in the art

of killing. In political philosophy and ethical practice we have

improved little on Aristotle, whereas Aristotle's physics and zoology

are as obsolete as the bow and arrowr
.

Fourth, the mind of man, and hence man himself, is held in

bondage by delusion and ignorance, and needs release. We have

not faced reality. We are so busy rationalizing our prejudices that

we cannot see things as they are. We cling to superstitions and to

conventional modes of thought. We have failed to comprehend the

real nature of Man. We have not learned to make our intelligence

our guide.

But lo, the enlightenment cometh!

For example, here is Dr. Esme Wingfield-Stratford. In a long

book of caustic comments entitled, "Facing Reality,"' he finally

comes to the pith of his matter in a chapter on "Reality and the

Social System." Pie says

:

"It is no part of my purpose to enter into competition with

those who offer patent devices for making new worlds out of old.
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. lets and national guilds, the reform o! the tariir and the resusci-

tation o! the manor may or may not have their uses— that is a

matter for inquiry but they arc not, and cannot be, panacea-. Soci-

ety i> tOO complex tO be put right by any formula.

"The onl) wa> o! salvation is to reform the thought that g'

birth to the institutions, to forsake the unreal for the real, the for-

mula for the reality. To change the visible order is merely to regild

or dye red the surface, hut change the spirit and all the rest fol-

low

Well, suppose we did change the spirit, what then would hap-

pen? Obviously, says Dr. Wingfield-Strafford, many pleasant

thing-. "It would he seen how that which hinds us together is of

infinitely more importance than that which separates us. War
between class ami class and nation and nation would appear as

insane and wicked as a mutiny on hoard a sailing vessel round-

ing (ape Horn in a gale.*' We would conserve our natural re-

SOUrces. We would make machines our servants, to do the dirty

work of the world. We would make work a pleasure instead of a

drudgery. Does all this sound rather thin and general? "We have

made no attempt." declares Dr. W'inglield-Stratford, "to formulate

a programme for the social reformer, or to give more than the harest

hint of the difficulties and dangers that be-et him. This is an age

that cries out for a formula as an earlier generation for a sign. But

before any sort of programme can avail there must come a change

• spirit . . . If once men were enabled to turn and see them-

-el
i they really are. comrades and fellow soldiers in a struggle

to which the greatest wars of history are hut the bickerings of chil-

dren, if they could realize how fatally they are even now wasting

their opportunity, and how near their criminal blindness has hrought

them to the brink of ruin, they would turn with such earnestness

and unanimity to the task of their own salvation that the details

would BOOn become clear. It is, iu the deepest sense of the word,

religion for the lack of which we go blind."

Alfred Korzybski, in his "Manhood of Humanity," has en-

deavored t<» "approach the problem of Man from a scientific-math-

ematical point of view." Me writes with a lively sense of the im-

portance of his message; hi- i- continually urging the- reader to real-

ize that what he i- saying is "exceedingly important/' "very mo-

mentous" or "of mighty significance." lie seems oblivious that

for tl part he i- dressing up old theory in new terminology.

lb is: that plant- are chemical-binders, or energy bind
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ers, that animals are space-binders, and that men are time-hinders.

Time-binding is "the human dimension." It is "the power to roll

up continuously the ever-increasing achievements of generation after

generation endlessly." Jt is "the peculiar power, the characteristic

energy, the defining mark of man." Advancement in the physical

sciences, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and astronomy,

leaps ahead by "geometrical progression," while advancement in the

social sciences, ethics, jurisprudence, economics, politics and gov-

ernment, creeps along by "arithmetical progression." Heretofore

the real nature of man has not been understood, lie has been re-

garded either as an animal, or as a monstrous hybrid between an

animal and a supernatural spark, or divine soul. But the real nature

of man is now clear. He is a time-binder. This opens up, so says

the author, the science of Human Engineering.

"The ethics of humanity's manhood will be neither 'animal

ethics' nor 'supernatural' ethics. It will be a natural ethics based

upon a knowledge of the laws of human nature. It will not be a

branch of zoology, the ethics of tooth and claw, the ethics of prof-

iteering, the ethics of space-binding beasts fighting for 'a place in

the sun.' It will be a branch of humanology, a branch of Human
Engineering; it will be a time-binding ethics, the ethics of the en-

tirely natural civilization-producing energies of humanity. . . .

"In humanity's manhood, patriotism—the love of country

—

will not perish—for from it—it will grow to embrace the world, for

your country and mine will be the world. Your 'state' and mine

will be the Human State—a Co-operative Commonwealth of Man

—

a democracy in fact and not merely in name. It willl be a natural

organic embodiment of civilizing energies—the wealth-producing

energies—characteristic of the human class of life. Its larger af-

fairs will be guided by the science and art of Human Engineering

—

not by ignorant and grafting 'politicians'—but by scientific men, by

honest men who know.

"Is it a dream? It is a dream, but that dream will come true.

It is a scientific dream and science will make it a living reality.

"How is the thing to be done? No one can foresee all the

details, but in general the outline and process is clear. Violence is

to be avoided. There must be a period of transition—a period of

adjustment. A natural first step would probably be the establish-

ment of a new institution which might be called a Dynamic Depart-

ment—Department of Co-ordination or a Department of Co-opera-

tion—the name is of little importance, but it would be the nucleus
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of the new civilization, helping and protecting the people in such

co-operative enterprises as agriculture, manufacturing, finance and

distribution. . . .

"The outline of the plan is vague; it aims merely at being sug-

gestive. Its principal purpose is to accentuate the imperative neces-

sity of establishing a national time-binding agency—a Dynamic De-

partment for stimulating, guiding and guarding the civilizing

agencies, the wealth-producing agencies, the time-binding energies,

in virtue of which human beings are human. For then and only

then human welfare, unretarded by monstrous misconceptions of

human nature, by vicious ethics, vicious economics and vicious poli-

tics, will advance peacefully, continuously, and rapidly, under the

leadership of human engineering, happily and without fear, in ac-

cord with the exponential law—the natural law—of the time-bind-

ing energies of Man."

James Harvey Robinson thinks that the history of thought

furnishes the clue for which the world is searching. He tells us, in

"The Mind in the Making," that we must rely on Intelligence. For

centuries organization has been tried, moral exhortation has been

tried, and education has been tried. And they have all failed. Our
hope lies in the application of Intelligence to social, political and

economic problems with the same open-mindedness, courage and

thoroughness with which it has been employed in the study of nat-

ural phenomenona. It is fear, he says, that holds us back.

"If we are courageously to meet and successfully to overcome

the dangers with which our civilization is threatened, it is clear that

we need more mind than ever before. It is also clear that we can

have indefinitely more mind than we already have if we but hon-

estly desire it and avail ourselves of resources already at hand.

Mind, as previously defined, is our 'conscious knowledge and intel-

ligence, what we know and our attitude toward it—our disposition

to increase our information, classify it, criticize it, and apply it.' It

is obvious that in this sense the mind is a matter of accumulation

and that it has been in the making ever since man took his first

step in civilization. I have tried to suggest the manner in which

man's long history illuminates our plight and casts light on the path

to be followed. And history is beginning to take account of the

knowledge of man's nature and origin contributed by the biologist

and the anthropologist and the newer psychologists."

Professor Robinson sketches the history of the human mind,

treating, in his successive chapters, the savage mind, the beginning
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of critical thinking in Greece, our mediaeval intellectual inheri-

tance, and the scientific revolution of the last three hundred yea:

Every living man and woman, he contends, is a depositor} and

epitome of all this past. '"In all our reveries and speculations, even

the most exacting, sophisticated, and disillusioned, we have three

unsympathetic companions sticking closer than a brother and look-

ing on with jealous impatience—our wild apish progenitor, a play-

ful or peevish haby, and a savage. We may at any tune find our-

selves overtaken with a warm scum- of camaraderie for any or all

of these ancient pals of ours, and experience infinite relief in once

more disporting ourselves with them as of yore. Some of us have

in addition a (Jreek philosopher or man of letters in us; some a

neoplatonic mystic, some a mediaeval monk, all of whom have

learned to make terms with their older playfellows."

Exactly how we are to shake ourselves free from our hamper-

ing heritage Professor Robinson does not make clear. At least he

has no concrete measures to urge. '"I have no reforms to recom-

mend, except the liberation of Intelligence, which is the tir-t and

most essential one." And again: "It is premature to advocate any

wide-sweeping reconstruction of the social order, although experi-

ments and suggestions should not be discouraged. What we need

first is a change of heart and a chastened mood which will permit

an ever-increasing number of people to sec things as they are. in the

light of what they have been and what they might be."

What, indeed, shall we do about it? Well, there is Intelli-

gence! We can cut loose from "the trammels of the past." We
can "endeavor manfully to free our own minds and then do wnat

we can to hearten others to free theirs." We can "proceed to the

thorough reconstruction of our mind, with a view to understand-

ing actual human conduct and organization." Although this i- the

sum of the advice Professor Robinson is prepared to offer, he. I

one, thinks it is highly inspiriting.

Walter Lippmann also pins his faith, in "Public Opinion,*
1

to

"the intelligence principle." but he comes at his conviction by a route

of his own. With the aid of psychology he analyzes the news and

the reactions of the mind to the news, lie endeavors to demon-

strate that the pictures in our heads fail to correspond with any

degree of accuracy to the actual environmental world. We tend to

throw all the information that reaches us into rigid stereotypes

Some of these stereotypes are loaded with preferences, according

to our moral codes. We adjust ourselves to our coles and adjust
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the facts that we see to that code. We have our blind spots ; we are

led astray by allegories. At any rate the facts elude us, though only

the facts can set us free.

"It is because they (the people) are compelled to act without

a reliable picture of the world, that governments, schools, news-

papers and churches make such small headway against the obvious

failings of democracy, against violent prejudice, apathy, preference

for the curious trivial as against the dull important, and the hunger

for sideshows and three-legged calves. This is the primary defect

of popular government, a defect inherent in its traditions, and all

its other defects can, I believe, be traced to this one."

Mr. Lippmann puts little reliance in current programs. "Xo

electoral device, no manipulation of areas, no change in the system

of property, goes to the root of the matter. You cannot take more

political wisdom out of human beings than there is in them. And
no reform, however sensational, is truly radical, which does not

provide a way of overcoming the limitation of individual experi-

ence. There are systems of government, of voting, and representa-

tion which extract more than others. But in the end knowledge

must come not from the conscience but from the environment with

which that conscience deals. When men act on the principle of

intelligence they go out to find their facts and to make their wisdom.

When they ignore it, they go inside themselves and only find what

is there. They elaborate their prejudice, instead of increasing their

knowledge."

In this situation, Mr. Lippmann has a single suggestion of his

own to offer. He would like to have intelligence sections attached

at each of the Federal departments, and elsewhere, whose business

it would be to ascertain the facts impartially and expertly, and pub-

lish them to the world. But he sets no great store even by this

proposal. "It would be idle to deny that such a network of intelli-

gence bureaus in politics and industry might become a dead weight

and a perpetual irritation. One can easily imagine its attraction for

men in search of soft jobs, for pedants, for meddlers." For "there

are no fool-proof institutions." However, "if the analysis of public

opinion and of democratic theories in relation to the modern en-

vironment is sound in principle, then I do not see how one can

escape the conclusion that such intelligence work is the clue to bet-

terment. I am not referring to the few suggestions contained in

this chapter. They are merely illustrations. The task of working

out the technique is in the hands of men trained to do it, and not
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even they can today completely foresee the form, much lesi the

details."

But this is not c|iiitc all, for "here, as in most other matt

'education' is the supreme remedy." . . . "lie (the teacher;

can, by the use of the case method, teach the pupil the habit of ex-

amining the sources of his information, lie can teach him, for

example, to look in his newspaper for the place where the dispatch

was filed, for the name of the correspondent, the name of the press

service, the authority given for the statement, the circumstances

under which the statement was secured. He can teach the pupil to

ask himself whether the reporter saw what he describes, and to

remember how that reporter described other events in the past He-

can teach him the character of censorship, of the idea of privacy, and

furnish him with knowledge of past propaganda. He can, by the

proper use of history, make him aware of the stereotype, and can

educate a habit of introspection about the imagery evoked by printed

words. He can, by courses in comparative history and anthropol-

ogy, produce a life-long realization of the way codes impose a spe-

cial pattern upon the imagination. He can teach men to catch them-

selves making allegories, dramatizing relations, and personifying

abstractions, lie can show the pupil how he identifies himself with,

these allegories, how he becomes interested, and how he selects the

attitude, heroic, romantic, economic which he adopts while holding

a particular opinion. The study of error is not only in the high

degree prophylactic, but it serves as a stimulating introduction to

the study of truth."

And here, encased in the elaborate armor of his skepticism. Mr.

Lippmann leaves us.

The several books I have selected for inspection by no means

exhaust the list, but they will serve, perhaps, to indicate the con-

tent of the new literature of approach. In this literature we find

the same general ideas elaborated from several different angles, W e

find the same alarm at present conditions, the same insistence on the

need of a fresh start, and the same lame and impotent conclusions.

For the weakness of all these approaches to the social problem,

through history, evolution, mathematics, psychoanalysis and what

not, is that they remain only approaches. Their advocate.- exhaust

themselves in explaining their points of view. These writers, when

we meet them, bow graciously ; they explain that we are surrounded

by unprecedented dangers ; and they promise that with their guid-

ance we shall find a way out. Thev start off at a brisk pace, and we
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follow them hopefully. They appear to be going somewhere. But

their destination proves to be their starting point. They march

iiiid the social problem, pointing out various battlements in that

hoary edifice; but into the problem itself they do not attempt to find

an entrant i

« »n the perplexities <>f the present hour these vague philoso-

phers do not shed a ray of light. It would be possible for two intel-

ligent men. holding exactly opposite views on current issues, to read

any one of these books and agree with it heartily, and -till find their

live convictions undisturbed. Whether prohibition is a bless-

ing or a blight, whether trade unionism is a social good or a social

peril, whether Russia's experiment in communism should he encour-

aged or killed, whether the world war wa- a conspiracy b\ ( iermans

or an explosion of European imperialism, whether America should

Cancel the Allied debts or press them—on these burning questions

the advocates of enlightened approaches afford us no guidance. In

•. they appear consciously and timidly to skirt controversial

isMie^. More important than this avoidance is the ahsence of any

new synthesis, any new social concept, which will cut across the old

alternatives and unlock the creative energies of mankind.

I >ne wonders if II. ( i. Wells is not the originator and fountain

head of this sort of discussion. For many years he has been stating

the human problem in eloquent terms, and urging noble attitudes

towards it. lie did not even refrain from turning his "Outline of

History" into a pamphlet and affixing to that huge shaft a little

ear-head of social gospel. He achieved, it is true, only anti-

climax. He is like a playwright who promises to show us a glimpse

of llu' millcnium. and then exhibits a backdrop on which is painted

a pale suburban paradise, where mechanical marvels have sweetened

work and abolished dirt, and where all human pas-ion is dead. It

would he much more candid to run mankind into the ditch, and leave

it then

There is, oddly enough, an evangelical strain in most of these

writers. They exhort us. they ask of US a change of heart, or a

change of spirit, and they stir in us pious resolves to lift our eyi s

and hearts. They draw heavily on underlying ethical assumptions

which the) do not pause to examine. Possibly the true prototype

of this literature may he found in those hooks and tracts, common a

decade or two ago, which sought t<> review social problems from the

point "f view of Christianity. These discussions often posed the

question: 'What would J«Mh do?" The answer was, in general,
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the application of more love, charily and good-will to tlic muddled

affairs of men. It always remained a little vague and uncertain

exactly what Jesus would do in some exigencies; for example, in a

transportation strike, where love, charity and good-will are entirely

lacking, or in a war, where love, charity and good-will are regarded

as treasonous. But these hooks undoubtedly did a definite, if lim-

ited, good. In the particular persons who read them they released,

for the time being, a kindlier attitude toward their fellow-man. And
so this new literature of orientation carries a similar emotional re-

lease. The persons who read it are put, for the time being, in a

more liberal and tolerant frame of mind. That constitutes at once

its merit and its appeal.

Hut such is not the ohject to which the authors address them-

selves. They are, they say, aiming at the head, not the heart. They

would transform our ideas. They profess not to be preachers but

philosophers. If we meet them on that ground, we must pronounce

a harsher judgment. Of what value to thinking is it to he swamped

in a sea of pretentious phrases? "The liberation of intelligence,"

"the intelligence principle," "the science and art of human engineer-

ing," "time-binding capacity," "facing reality," "things as they are,"

"the real nature of Man." All this is jargon, for it lacks substance,

and is linked with ludicrously puerile proposals. It is, in short, a

new form of cant.

What the world needs and what the world thirsts for is not

phrases and attitudes, not the right words to weave a spell, but a

program : a program on which men can agree and which will lead

them out of the wilderness. Professor Robinson has permitted

himself to say, at one point in the book considered above. "We are

in the midst of the greatest intellectual revolution that has ever

overtaken mankind." That, unfortunately, is precisely what is not

taking place. There is no great movement in the realm of ideas.

We have no new illumination. The old liberalism is dead. Science

remains what it has always been, a tool. The twentieth century is

barren of great and creative ideas in politics, economics and sociol-

ogy. For the time being we must get along as well as we can with

the aid of our common sense.
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A HIGHLY intellectual gentleman of Ceylon prides himself

mightily upon the fact that he and others of the Muslim faith

worship Almighty God alone, while Christians and Buddhists wor-

ship mere men like Christ ami Gautama. A Buddhist of that same

island finds the iron-clad caste system, with its miserable unfortu-

nates of the Radriya grade, quite the right and proper thing. Both

the Muslim and the Buddhist united in thinking the Christian just

a little indiscriminate because he makes most of his converts among

the members of this lowest class.

Then again an African black finds in hi> fetish all possible

means to salvation and can die with placidity and promptitude if he

happens to eat tahoo. These things are too common among the

heathen and pagan peoples to require comment. They are so com-

mon as to be uninteresting; we really expect no more than credulity

and superstition from those unblessed by our own religion— what-

ever that religion may be—because religion is an extremely arro-

gant thing.

But a certain negro Methodist of the American South has more

faith in his rahhit's foot than he has in the ministrations of his

Christian clergyman! And a certain well educated American lady

Undergoes much real anguish because when she dies and reaches

heaven she fears site will be confronted by her husband and his

first wife. And a certain other American lady, apparently of sound

mind, finds actual horror in the thought that her son helieves JeSUS

< hrist was horn quite as naturally and as orthodoxl) as he was

himself.

Then a Certain man of menial pro. c ses COmmonl) deemed

rational honestlj believes he will go to lull when he dies

unless he has been completely immersed in water under certain
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specified extenuating circumstances. And a certain rheumatic gen-

tleman finds it impossible to derive benefit from the treatment given

by a sanitarium supported by a sect who keep Sunday Sabbath be-

cause such "ungodliness" shocks his moral and religious sense. And

the good people in the sanitarium are constrained to save his soul

from perdition because he does not keep "God's holy Sabbath'' but

celebrates Sunday, the day appointed of Beelzebub.

In spite of all the discussions of religion and the explanations

thereof (and there have been enough, in all conscience, as witness

the appended desultory book list) it does not occur to me that any-

one has dwelt upon the simple peculiarity of the fact that there is

such a thing. Of course, a Christian can be brought easily enough

to see the peculiarity and the futility of any other religion and, sad

as it is for the Christian to contemplate, other religionists see the

direct oposite. But who has been impressed with the peculiarity of

religion as a whole?

Truly the practical sway of purely speculative ideas is a marvel

to consider. Is it not odd that this man should be saved throughout

eternity by immersion while that one has purchased bliss by a bit

of foot washing; this one, again, appeases the wrath of God by

serving him on Saturday, that one achieves peace and rectitude by

believing that evil is immaterial and sin is a delusion. Buddhist

monks fare forth in yellow robe with begging bowl ; Muslim pil-

grims swarm into Mecca ; the shrine of Benares is full to overflow-

ing ; Spanish priests smoke and idly purvey obscene jests; and a

large American congregation of intelligent people mumbles over in

unison the obsolete prayers of an ancient Hebrew race addressing

an avenging Jehovah, or praises, by word of mouth the absurd acts

of a group of so-called prophets who were more nearly whirling

dervishes than anything else, or voices the metaphysical subtleties

of a complicated scheme of salvation (from what?) with all the

assurance in the world.

It is odd ; it is peculiar, and it is interesting. It is a phenomena

of such ubiquity that its importance is seldom rightly estimated. Cer-

tain types of mind recoil as if from something disgusting, or they

ignore these "silly" manifestations altogether. I contend the very

universality of this peculiarity makes such inditl'erence narrow.

And by "peculiar" I do not mean anything necessarily deroga-

tory or disparaging; T mean, in fact, to imply that the peculiarity

lies in the consideration that these purely speculative over-beliefs

have the everyday sanction and authority that they do. It is easy
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enough to imagine a man believing theoretically in almost anything.

Very many people believe sincerely in free love—except in so far as

concerns their own family. But to think that practical people can

take matters so highly speculative and metaphysical as the immacu-

late conception, the doctrine of the trinity, or predestination, and can

strive to guide their lives by them is more peculiar, in reality, than

the fact that certain other people can find practical solace in the

theory of evolution or the molecular hypothesis. The only differ-

ence is that the sanction of religious speculation is a matter of much
longer standing and it is so much more inflexible than the sanction

of scientific speculation.

Moreover, for all its vain and airy theorizing, there is more of a

tendency for science to ground somewhere ; it quite frequently

grounds in concrete fact ; it produces a strictly terminal experience

and gives rise to truth, something religion can scarcely be said to

do quite often enough. Nor could we imagine a respectable scien-

tist standing on a street corner surrounded by a small and discordant

brass band and celling down the wrath of Einstein lest his hearers

save themselves by believing in the theory of relativity ; while at the

opposite corner stands the latter-day disciple of Euclid calling down
judgment upon his head for teaching these new and heretical doc-

trines.

It is most peculiar that in this "material'' day and generation

men can cordially and solemnly hate each other because certain of

them believe that Jesus was born quite like Gautama ; and there are

millions who hold that it is wrong to believe that Gautama was born

naturally. The probabilities certainly lie in the direction of natural

birth for both of them, though the truth can scarcely be ascertained

with sufficient exactness at this late date. But of what consequence

should it be anyway?

It is of consequence because, after we get to believing a cer-

tain way, it wounds our pride to see others indifferent toward the

beliefs which do so move us. Men of fact have hated each other

over science. Arrhenius, Van't Hoff and Ostwald (for supporting

the former two) knew the bitter hatred of the chemically orthodox.

Mme. Curie's demonstrations of chemical action within the atom

met harsh words. But a very little study of such facts will bring

out more facts and the consequences of such beliefs are immediately

important. As Lytton Strachey points out in his Eminent

Victorians, Florence Nightengale's theory that open windows tended

to cure disease wrought havoc and death when applied rigorously,
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as she had it applied in tropical climates; but the

immediately apparent and the application of the remedy CC3

the application of a theological remedy i-^ seldom i regard-

less of consequences—aside from the fact that t' equences, if

any, are often so remote and metaphysical as to he in lential.

A scientific case more comparable is that of the th-

lution; regarding this Samuel Butler, G. K. Chesterton and others

have called some quite prodigious names. Ih • .re in the

presence of a theory which, at this late date, it is—humanly speak-

ing—impossible to verify and of which the consequi ht.

Investigations of chemical action within the atom are capable 01

verification in a way that evolution can never he proven. However,

even evolution is worn more lightly and pressed less arrogantly as a

universal nostrum than is the average religious speculation. < >rdi-

nary practical people seldom hate each other violently about it and

have sectarian squabbles over it. whatever a few erudite bigwigs

may do. The peculiarity of religion is that its imponderable specu-

lations have such immediate practical weight and authority

they do.

But, though religion is evidently odd, the question remains

—

what is religion? After having read numerous answers to this

question one is hound to conclude that religion is almost anything

you like. In its protean roles it is. in truth, so varied that it i-. prac-

tically speaking, nothing at all. It is doubtful if there exists any-

thing in religion which cannot he resolved into something ebc.

For instance, religion partakes of philosophy, and parts of it

are very good philosophy at that. Religion is in very large measure

psychology, as James showed in I 'orieties of Religious Experitn

and as many other later works have demonstrate !. Religion i- also

science; not very good science, perhaps, hut vet -cier.ee none the

less. Then again we go over into pathological manifestations and

find religion tending to fuse with medicine and taking its place among

the healing arts. As Swisher has demonstrated in Religion 0*4 the

New Psychology, the root origin of all religions ial and so. in

a refined and sublimated sense, religion is a sexual manifestation.

In modern life fashionable Christianity is often a mixture oi leisure-

class society and sociology, mixed with convention and custom and

punctuated weekly by Sunday morning disquisitions on ethics and

morals or lectures upon philosophy and current topics. There is

much in Yeblen's •'vicarious leisure" theory which aptly explains a

great deal of religion. Finally religion is something to which the
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worshipper brings whatever especially interests him and cheerfully

dedicates it and himself to his fellows, whereupon he is prepared to

vindicate his beliefs.

There is everywhere a basis of myth, superstition, sexuality

and folk-lore ; and in all instances there is a tendency to refine away

grossness as those who hold to the religion themselves become more
refined and intellectual. The ignorant Roman Catholic or Buddhist

literally worships his icons and images ; the negro Protestant of the

American South has scarcely emerged from fetichism. But the

intelligent Catholic, Buddhist or Protestant is very far away from

either idolatry or superstition. None the less he has selected from

his faith certain beliefs for his own personal possession which em-

brace the things he holds sacred, the things he is prepared to vindi-

cate and the things he would, if possible, impose upon all men.

Speaking very broadly, however, it may be said that religion is

composed of pathology and spirituality. And there is much more

pathology than we are accustomed to suppose, although this in-

gredient is not always present. A neuropathic type of mind (and

such types exist in millions) takes up religion for reasons that are

largely pathological ; a more rational being takes it up because he

must do some service to intangibles and choose to do that service

via religion. Some religious people are both pathological and be-

lievers in service to intangibles ; but all religious people-—indeed all

people—believe in spirituality, but all believers in spirituality, or

ideals, do not become religious.

Of religion as a pathological manifestation I can speak as an

expert ; I have been a psychopath and have been addicted to that

kind of religion. In my own case, very singularly too, I emerged

from neurosis during the critical period of a very dangerous illness,

when suddenly there came to me the strength and the decision of

character to accept an agnostic attitude towards problems of the

universe too stupendous for human solution, and this returning

strength of will naturally marked the return of mental health and,

in my case, the subsidence of religion. When actually facing death

I found that the metaphysical speculations of five neurotic years

upon matters philosophical and religious amounted to nothing at

all, while a consciousness of the fact that I was fearfully tired and

that death meant rest was more than all else on earth. Where death

led I cared not at all ; of my fate I never thought ; the past was irrev-

ocable and I was ready to leave it without whimper and without

apology ; I was tired and merely wanted rest.
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Anyone wishing to make a study of the pro cho-

pathic religion might well read Dreiser's Genius. If a person can

withstand Dreiser while he tells ;i four hundred page Story in in

than seven hundred, he or she will find Eugene \\ itla
'

s">ing through

precisely the type of religious manifestation which i grounded in

acute or threatened or partially sublimed neurosis.

It must be remembered thai pathological religion is not con-

fined to actual psychopaths; it much more frequently attack-, mere

neurotics who continue in a condition of pale pink nervousness all

their lives and make the most fervent religionists. This type of

religion springs from a great questioning and a great fear character-

istic of the pathological condition of the patient

We are in this great, far-spreading universe and we do not

know why; we see manifestations of power which overwhelm our

senses, and we tend to he afraid. The mind with psychopathic ten-

dencies feels that it must somehow resolve die riddle of the univc

and find shelter from this great fear. The solution may come by

thinking out some complete system of philosophy and abiding there-

by ; this will both solve the riddle and offer companionship in a

lonely and indifferent cosmos.

But not many people are so stable or so intellectually hold as

to think for themselves. Self-consciousness and all it entails is a

late development; it is a thing which does not bother the lower ani-

mals. Herd instinct and the thing called crowd behavior are power-

ful agencies. It seems much "nicer," much easier, much more con-

ventional and much pleasanter just to adopt some creed already

thought or imagined out by others, to drop into this intellectual

haven and to live dumbly thereby forever. This solves the problem ;

no religion and no sect is so poor that it cannot present a solution

for the problems of infinity if you care to adopt it. Let a man but

decide which will bring most lasting satisfaction and he can ignore

all else and be happy. Nor for that Ao I blame him. He has a right

to such security if he fancies it. lie ha- a right to postulate a nj

kindly, old gentlemanly God or any other kind he wishes.

He also has a right to try and verify his belief, just as the 5

entist has a right to verify the ionic hypothesis. But I part com-

pany with him where his vindication sets in. So long as he says

"I will so to believe," 1 agree with him and we can both be happy:

but as soon as he says "Thou also shah believe as 1 do." 1 question

his authority as well as his courtesy. And it is the psychopathic

religionists wdio are militant. They have adopted a belief which.
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since they have managed to make that much of a decision, ministers

to their shattered nerves and brings peace ; they then feel impelled,

like all neuropaths whose symptoms have been relieved by some

agency or other, to press their theological nostrum upon healthy

humans who live untroubled by psychopathic riddles and fears.

It is naturally the psychopath who "gets converted" ; his doubts

at end and his fears opiated, he feels saved from something and

determined to save other people who are not desirous of being saved

from imaginary disasters. Should the psychopath chance upon

some minister of iniquity who lacks the consciousness of a "con-

viction of sin," he gets nasty. He gets nasty because it always net-

tles a psychopath to see some one treat with indifference a matter he

regards as tremendously important. He desires also to missionize

the "heathen" and to convert the Jew, regardless of the fact that

each race and clime has its own religion and its own psychopaths

ready to do propaganda work. He is not amenable to reason ; a

psychopath never is. But once give him normal health and he is

likely to recover from religion. On the other hand, let him remain

slightly neurotic for life and he will doubtless be religious for life

also.

The other type of religionist is more rational, and also more

polite. I have spoken of this type as "spiritual," in that they take

up religion as a method of service to intangibles. It has long been

my opinion that such service to intangibles is an eradicable human
trait and an underlying cause of much religion. I do not remember

having seen my idea really expressed by anyone except Thorstein

Yeblen in whose The Nature of Peace I came across it most unex-

pectedly.

It requires considerable courage to quote Veblen. In Ortho-

doxy G. K. Chesterton speaks of the sleeping sickness caused by

big words ; he demonstrates how a sentence composed of small,

everyday words will almost compel you to think, while a sentence

made up of big words give a pleasant, soothing effect, but cannot

arouse cerebration. Veblen's style, then, is a continual opiate.

Nevertheless he says this all in one gigantic sentence:

"In point of fact, and particularly as touches the springs of

action among that common run that do not habitually formulate

their aspirations and convictions in extended and grammatically

defensible form, and the drift of whose impulses therefore is not

marked or deflected by the illusive consistencies of set speech—as

touches the common run, particularly, it will hold with quite an un-
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acknowledged generality that the material means of life art-, after

all, means only; and that when the question of what thin:

worth while is brought to the final test, it i- not means, not the life-

conditioned on these means, that arc seen to ^cv\r a- the decisive

criterion; but always it is some ulterior, immaterial end. in the pur-

suit of which these material mean, find their ulterior ground Ol

valuation."

I have studied this Teutonic verbal landslide long .and carefully

and I have ahout concluded that Vchlen means to say: Crass ma-

terialism is not everything. Every man has higher, non-material

ideals as well. I helieve this. I believe it is true of every man that

he must somehow serve some ideal end. 1 le may deal in political

Utopias and become a soapbox orator; he may specialize in altruism

and take pride in his high moral character; he may think to aid

humanity by composing music, writing futile cays, painting cubist

pictures or tracking down tri-nitrotoluol ; he may seek to lift him-

self above the herd and go in for self-culture; or he may just "'get

religion." Then again he may do a little of several of these things,

partaking of religion or not as best pleases him.

Not all people who feel spiritually inclined become religi

Custom makes a good many of them discharge their idealism in that

direction, and that is why they can be so immune to morality, honor

or decency in non-religious matters; pure deliberation brings others

to religious conclusions. At any rate, they make a better, saner

type of religionist than do the psychopaths, and had any world re-

ligion remained in their hands, it might have hypnotized the uni-

verse eventually. However, the psychopaths are more numerous

or more boisterous, they are childishly reckless and inherently mili-

tant—so that makes a different story.

In conclusion, a word from Martin's The Behavii

"But when one's beliefs or principles become end- in themselves,

when by themselves they seem to constitute an order of being which

is more interesting than fact, when the believer saves his faith only

bv denving or ignoring the things which contradict him. when he

strives not to verify his idea- but to 'vindicate' 'them, the ideas -

held are pathological. The obse tsions oi the paranoic are ox this

sort."

Religion, based upon the principles outlined above, exists, and

it is going to continue to exist; it is neither wise, necessary or i

to suppress it or to call it name-. I have no more partiality for The

Truthseeker and The Menace and The Dearborn Independent than
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I have for a psychopathic religionist or an advocate of Blue Sunday.

ire endeavoring to vindicate something. A pathological

atl.' quite as -orry and detestable a spectacle as a pathological

vedenborgian ; the rantings of Ingersoll sound as ridiculous as

th' ie backwoods Methodist preacher. Cocksurety regard-

ing the pro!.Inns of infinity is an absurd pose on-the part of a hiped

rasite who might he annihilated from the universe by a minute

don in one of its apparent rule-.

Hut what I do protesl against is the arrogant -auction of divine

authority claimed * • i by religion; tl tin, is not an objec-

tion to religion a- inch; it is purely an objection to an assumption

absolute, autocratic authority upon insufneent evidence— I care

not whether it be invoked hy an infidel, a political theorist or a re-

ligionist. I protest against the attitude which says, "I am right! I

know that I am right ! I shall he vindicated and I -hall either con-

vince you or eall you names.'* That kind of paranoia should be

eliminated or confined in the proper institutions; it should he put

where it can do no harm just as quickly as possible. For a finite

mind cannot he either absolutely right or absolutely wrong about the

problems of infinity; the idea is unreasonable. It can only seek to

verify its conclusions and should face the universe and humanity in

a spirit of open-mindedness and deepest humility.



A PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUE.

by sidney hook.

Pragmaticus:

Good morning, Universalus, I have been impatienth

awaiting your arrival. We left our discussion suspended in

mid-air yesterday and I am being consumed with eagerness to

unburden myself of some additional thoughts which have

crowded in during the interim.

Universalus :

Pray, proceed, my dear Pragmaticus, I find your impetu-

ous attacks upon my philosophic attitude delightfully stimulat-

ing even tho they do not carry conviction.

Pragmaticus :

We had agreed in our previous discussion that moral and

social influences were instrumental in determining what sys-

tems of apparently pure thought were to be identified with or

converted into social apologetics. The fact that some of these

grandiose systems were not so immaculately free from con-

tact with ordinary affairs has suggested grave doubts in my
mind concerning the utility of abstruse philosophical thinking

in general. The trend of the times indicates that the mental

energy frittered away in attempting to discover the elusive

"eternal verities" or in inventing fictitious, if not altogether

mythical, cosmologies, brings no countervailing returns.

Hence, I am constrained to deny that philosophy has any other

task than to serve as the handmaiden of social thought.

Universalus :

That is a rather startling conclusion and I am at a loss to

ascertain how it follows from your premises.
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Pragmaticus:

I have just been reflecting on the historic problems of

philosophy and on the attitude which the resolute school of

pragmatist thinkers have adopted towards them. I am in com-

plete accord with their admirable analysis and summary of

what the Freudians would be inclined to call the "repressed

complexes" of the great idealistic systems of the past. I main-

tain with them that the superiority of the contemplative to the

practical knowledge in the transcendentalists arose from a

desire to express in their conception of perfect Ideality, the

opposite of those things which rendered life so harrowingly

tragical and so insufferably meaningless. These tendencies in

their thought can be traced to an aesthetic isolation from the

capricious and disconcerting flux of life. Philosophers have

fled to a tour d'ivorie to spin intricate cobwebs and dreams of

gossamer which must be brushed from the sleep-laden eyes of

men if they are not to go astray in the maze of their own per-

plexity.

Universalus :

The colors in which you paint the picture, my dear Prag-

maticus. are too sombre and forbidding. I grant that the net

result of technical philosophical thought has been as negligible

as you say, but nevertheless, a misdirected bent does not imply

misdirected motive. Neither have you considered the im-

portance of philosophical thought as an aspect of irrepressible,

intellectual play. No, no, you have not shown cause why

thinkers should leave their temples on the heights to descend

amidst man and his lowly cares.

Pragmaticus :

I have not finished. Such philosophies as I have de-

scribed have necessarily been static, worshipping things as they

are, lacking any fundamental conception of change. Their

subject matter has been pure Being—that can be cognized in

scarecrow form only after being negated by or identified with

Non-being. In such muddy rather than deep waters have

philosophers cast their lines.

Universalus :

Not so fast my friend. What I say in exception to your

ex catlicdra utterances may not vitiate your conclusion but
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for the sake of historical accuracy I wish to point out that

whaf you and the entire pragmatic school in the n of

Prof. Dewey denominate as abstract staticism did not exist <»-

completely as they would have us believe. As little as I aj

from my neo-realistic standpoint, with their doctrine of in-

ternal relations, I nevertheless, to do them justice, cannot but

point out that the fundamental idealistic conception in the

philosophy of Leibnitz or Hegel permitted of some develop-

ment and gradation. That this development and gradation

were simply an evolution of the given, that this coming and

going viewed alone were incomplete and in a sense 'unreal",

does not affect the reality of the change when interpreted a- a

gradual assertion of the ideal embodied in repressive matter.

In every system the ideal is cither made synonymous with or

the determining limit of the real. In fact. I cannot decide

which is the greater error ; to accept as you do all change as

reality, or to call all change partial reality. This is one of the

many points of contact between pragmatism and orthodox

Hegelianism and makes more pointed the casual observation of

a learned scholar that "the pragmatists have not been the only

ones to curse their mother".

Pragmaticus:

I will not argue the question for I desire to impress upon

you the notion that philosophy must cease being dialectical

and become experimental. Its justification should consist in

its ability to induce genuine and beneficial change. It must as

Dewey says "cease being contemplative and become in a true

sense practical". Philosophy would then be squarely con-

fronted with the great moral and social problems of the day.

Its subject matter would be the specific situation. Its solutions

would be definite, applicable to the world around us
;

it would

rationalize the possibilities of human experience. Philosophy

would worship at the shrine of humanity not at the sepulchre

of disembodied thought. What think you?

UNIVF.RSAf.US:

This outburst of moral enthusiasm is highly creditable.

Pragmaticus. but you have not made explicit all the implica-

tions of your position. First of all you slate with a glibness

born of a desire to believe it so. that all idealistic systems have
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merely represented an attempt to work over a hostile world

into more congenial colors and have never sullied their purity

by dabbling in the mire of social facts. And yet the pragmatists

never tire of pointing to the Hegelian philosopy as the idea-

logical prop of the Prussian beaurocracy, as counsel for the

defence of the Prussian State. I mention this to call your

attention to the fact that almost every philosophy has treated

more or less cursorily of the problems of contemporary so-

ciety while delving into deeper questions of existence and

knowledge. Were philosophy to readjust itself to your elo-

quent plea that it devote its energies primarily to the solution

of pressing social and moral problems, then philosophy would

no longer be philosophy but a phase of social science. I would

in addition ask you whether you have strictly delimited your-

self when you speak of philosophy being operative or prac-

tical? To respond, as others have done, by saying that the

connotation of "practical" includes all forms of human activity

indicates a mindful and hopeless inconsistency or an unavailing

dodge, for then the very philosophizing which you so vehe-

mently descry, appears as an irrepressible activity of the human
mind, and therefore, practical.

Pragmaticus :

I had thought that I had threshed this matter out with you

and made it understood that by practical and practical goods I

do not mean merely that which ministers to the body but that

also which causes the spirit to flower—that which breathes

upon the spark of divinity causing it to light up and illumine

the hidden recesses of our mind and the dark places of the

earth.

Universalus :

Ah ! my dear Pragmaticus, even Aristippus, the Cyrenean,

placed the pleasures which attended the use of his physical and

intellectual faculties on the same plane. He did not truly dis-

tinguish between them. But tell me, pray, what affairs of the

spirit would your philosopher ponder over when war and

classes and capitalism have all been abolished? When the cry-

ing social evils stalking thru the world have been laid low?

What you call spiritual today is a transparent disguise for zvJiat

you deem just! But after justice? What then? Do you begin
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to understand? "What care I", cries the philosopher who

not an incurable optimist, "whether humanity labors in travail

or lolls in case, whether humanity prosper! and multiplies Of

ignominiously perishes, unless I can di cover some vestiges of

meaning in the maelstrom of existence, unless I < an discern

unity of plan or purposes in this unordered, incomprehensible,

essentially mystic, universe"? What significance doe activity

hold for me if the earth can be resolved to be only a fortuitous

concourse of atoms? Are you already aware of the relation

subsisting between consciousness and the Cosmo tween

value and existence that you seek to pour a bounding, erratic

reality into arbitrary moulds;- When you, Pragmaticus, say-

ing half in jet and half in earliest that you are not SO finely

grained, classify man on the 1 asis of his origin, differing from

the rest of animaldom solely thru a superior adjustment or

reaction to tangibilities in a grossly mate-rial environment, we

refuse to lower our brows in acceptance "i the unwarranted

inference that the past must determine the sum total of our

future activity. You must permit us to traverse our weary

way detached from the meaningless immediacies of your life.

Pragmaticus:

Ah, friend, yours is a futile and thankless task. To your

questions there are no answering. Just like Andrayev's

"Anathema" you crawl upon your belly to the outermost limits

of reason only to he crazed by the torturing silence of the

impenetrable and the unfathomable. Are you not deterred by

the very uncertainty o\ your quesl and the barreness of achieve-

ment?

LTniversalus :

True philosophy is uncertain. It does not seek exact

knowledge yet in its pursuit i^i the "magic stone'" it gave to a

work ridden world astronomy, mathematics and more recently

psychology. "The value oi philosophy is, in fact". suy> Ber-

trand Russell, "to he sought largely in its very uncertainty

while diminishing our feeling oi certainty as to what things

are; it greatly increases our knowledge as to what they may he;

it removes the somewhat arrogant dogmatism of those who

have never travelled in the region of liberating doubt

and in a life where there is no peace but a constant strife be-
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tween the insistence of desire and the powerlessness of will, it

enables us, if our life is to be great and free to escape this

prison and this strife".

Pragmaticus :

And is there no place for a suffering humanity in these

beautiful and yet demoniacal aspirations of yours?

Universalis :

Do not believe. Oh dear Pragmaticus, that we are un-

moved by the call of our flesh. We cannot but relegate these

things, however, to their proper place in our scale of values.

Perhaps it is true that philosophers have not concerned them-

selves overmuch with practical affairs. But will matters be

remedied if the priests of the sacred flame are driven from

their high places into the maelstrom and mob? Have the

pseudo-philosophers of the market place, amidst the din and

pandemonium, shed any but a lurid propagandist light on the

moot questions of the day? Your end would be better served,

Pragmaticus, by leaving the philosophers to their own pur-

poses. Yet do not forget, that when you are smugly complacent

in a well ordered world, the poignancy of the mental struggle

for the solution of problems still unanswerable, will remain

with us. And tho our efforts go uncrowned with success and

we be ever fitfully chasing the joy of discovery—a cup to be

sought for but never to be tasted—we will seek personal ful-

fillment singing with Swinburne over our thoughts, comparing

them with

"Leaves, pale and sombre and ruddy

Dead fruits of the fugitive years

Some stained as with wine and made

Bloody and some as with tears".

Pragmaticus :

Well, Universalus, if we connot reconcile our tempera-

mental differences at least we can heed the tolling of the din-

ner bell and sit down to a light repast, requitting ourselves with

talk for the foaming nectar which unkind powers have dashed

from our lips, with their meddlesome amendments.



TWO ANSWERS TO THE CHALLENGE OF JESUS.

HV w i i.i.i am WEBER.

i < Continued)

T1IF Cleansing of the Temple has a double aspect It was, on

the one hand, an attack upon the chief priests and their allies,

the scribes. On the other hand, it was a bold stroke for the re-

ligions liberty of the people. From both sides there must have come

an answer. His enemies could not simply ignore what happened.

Unless they were ready to accept the Galilean as their master, they

were compelled to think of ways and means by which to defeat

him. At the same time, his friends and admirers would discuss his

valiant deed and formulate certain conclusions as to his character

and authority, the more so as the chief priests themselves had first

broached that question in public. Thus we may expect a twofold

answer to the challenge of Jesus provided the Gospels have pre-erved

a complete account.

The story of the Cleansing of the Temple is not continued at

once. It is followed in all four Gospels by a rather copious collec-

tion of sayings of Jesus. Especially the Synoptists represent him as

teaching in the temple as well as on his way to and from that sanc-

tuary. Those teachings consist of three groups. The first com-

prises parables and sayings which are found in one Gospel only.

The second contains discourses vouched tor by two oi the Gospels.

The third belongs to all three. The first two groups may be put

aside without any further examination because they do not form

part of the common Synoptic source. They may be very important

as far as they hand down to us genuine words of Jesus: but they

cannot be classified as sources as to what actually occurred during

the last days before the crucifixion. The third group demands a

closer study. It may be an integral part of the oldest Synoptic writ-

ing to which the Cleansing of the Temple has to be assigned. It

contains the following sections: {
H The Tribute to Caesar (Mt

xxii. 15-22), (2) The Question of the Saddncees (Mt xxii. 23-33),
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I
The Sonship of the Messiah (Mt xxii. 41-46), and (4) The

Destruction of Jerusalem, the Coming of the Messiah, and the Pes-

• im the Figtree • Mt. xxiv. 1-51 I.

The last three sections tit hardly into the situation which Jesus

had created by cleansing the- temple. The problem proposed by the

Sadducees was a trick question, designed t<> cast ridicule upon the

Pharisaic doctrine of the resurrection. One imagines to behold

them grinning sarcastically while asking their query. But after the

cleansing of the temple the Sadducees did not feel like playing with

Jesus. Besides, the answer, put into his mouth, might have been

returned by any Pharisee as is proved by pre-Christian, apocryphal

writings of the Jews. Judging by the Gospels, Jesus did not make

special efforts of either ratifying or rejecting the Pharisaic resur-

rection doctrine.

The question whether the Messiah is the soft of David bears

likewise the imprint of unmitigated Pharisaism. The Pharisaic

( hrist was not merely a lineal descendant of King David. The Book

of Enoch identifies him with Enoch, the scribe of righteousness.

We read there, lxxi. 1 ."» f . : "The Mead of Days came— to me and

greeted me with his voice and said unto me: Thou art the Son of

Man and thou art born unto righteousness and righteousness abides

over thee and the righteousness of the Mead of Days forsakes thee

not." Also Noah was identified with the Messiah, as we may learn

from a fragment of a Noah Apocalypse we possess in Kn. cvi.-vii.

'1 hat was the Jewish way of expressing the idea of the pre-existence

of the Messiah. Therefore even a Jew who had never heard of

Jesus, might have asked the question of Mt. xxii. \'i ff. The proper

Pharisaic answer would have been: The (hrist is not only the son

but also the father of David. For the royal forebear of the Mes-

siah was himself the offspring of one of the earlier incarnations of

the t hosen < >ue of the Most High. Not the slightest trace of any

relation of the question to the circumstances under which Jesus la-

bored at that time can be discovered, nor is any attempt made of

solving the riddle. We may thus consider it as one of the prob-

lem- of Jewish theology which were discussed in the schools of the

ribes who employed something resembling the Socratic method for

prompting the correct answer, which had been memorized by their

students together with the question.

I In- destruction of the temple may have been foretold bv [esus.

I'.ut it did not require any prophetic k' ,,s
. nol to speak of Messianic
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powers, to foresee that event. Any intelligent Jew who realized the

tremendous strength of Rome and was familiar with the stubborn

longing of his countrymen for recovering their national independ-

ence, could predict a Jewish rebellion and the subsequent destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the temple. Of course, such a Jew must

either doubt the power of God or the worthiness of his nation.

The signs of the coming of the Messiah cannot be ascribed to

Jesus. ] le was conscious of being the Messiah himself. 1 lis coming

into the world was an accomplished fact. His kingdom was estab-

lished. Henceforth the world could only further or hinder the

gradual growth and development of the dominion of Jesus Christ.

The Christians adopted indeed very early the doctrine of the Second

Coming of Christ. But in doing so, they confounded the ideal con-

ception of the kingdom of God as cherished by Jesus with the Mes-

sianic expectations of the Jews. Because the Jewish apocalyptic de-

scriptions of the coming of the Messiah had not been realized by

Jesus, they concluded he was bound to return a second time in order

to fulfill those prophecies. They even put such apocryphal prophe-

cies into his own mouth. That has been done, at least, in the pass-

age under discussion. It was a reactionary step undoing the work of

Jesus to a large extent. But that is no reason why we should insist

upon perpetuating that fatal error and assigning the doctrine of the

Second Advent to the founder of the Christian religion.

The question of the Pharisees: "Is it lawful to give tribute to

C?esar or not?" calls for special attention. It is the first of the

four sections mentioned above, which occur in all three Synoptic

Gospels ; and it seems to be connected with the account of the Cleans-

ing by a casual tie. The interviewers are clearly enemies of Jesus.

They hoped he would declare no true, law-abiding Jew ought to pay

taxes to a heathen ruler. If he had given such an answer, he would

have branded himself as a rebel and been treated accordingly. Since

Jesus was arrested apparently not long afterwards and crucified by

order of the Roman governor, the pericope seems to stand in the

right place.

The only thing which, in my opinion, opposes that simple ex-

planation are the terms "the Pharisees" and "their disciples with the

Herodians" of Mt. xxii. 15 f., and "certain of the Pharisees and of

the Herodians" of Mk. xii. 13. Luke reads: "the chief priests and

the scribes (with the elders)" (Lk. xx. 1). The mortal enemies of

Jesus are "the chief priests and the elders of the people" in Matthew,

and "the chief priests and the scribes" in Mark and Luke. The
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Pharisees arc not mentioned at all in the Luke account of the passion

and appear in Mark only in the pericope of the Imperial

Tribute and in Matthew there and xxvii. 62. That seems to assign

our story to a different source, and that impression is not weakened

h\ the word "Herodians," which occurs only thrice in all the Gos-

jx-K. The unexplained entrance of the Pharisees and the Herodians

i>- under these circumstances rather strange. The former might he

the scribes, but that would not account for the presence of the latter.

Moreover, after the temple had heen cleansed, the chief priests as-

sumed the leadership. The scribes would therefore do hardly any-

thing without their advice and consent. I'm our sources ha\e

nothing to say of a conference for that purpose.

The I.uke version does not present that difficulty. For the

phrase, "with the elders,'" may he dropped as a gloss derived from

Matthew. Hut that raises at once the question whether Luke or

Mark and Matthew have preserved the original text. It is easy

enough to understand why the appellation of the men who inter-

viewed Jesus about the imperial tax might have heen altered in Luke

so as to identify them with the enemies of Jesus in the principal

source. But it is absolutely impossible to explain an uncalled for

introduction of entirely new terms in the Mark and Matthew ver-

ris. They must belong to the source from which the pericope has

been derived, and that source cannot therefore be identical with the

oldest Synoptic account of the suffering and death of Jesus.

That compels us to turn our attention to the term 'Herodians.''

Some
i

- have seen in them a political party that wanted to

restore the kingdom of Herod the Great and reunite all the districts

Mlbject to him under the administration of one of his descendants.

The members of that party were called Herodians. The chief ob-

tion is the silence of our historical sources as to the existence of

such a political party. Those scholars seem to be unacquainted with

the government of the Roman Empire. Under the emperors there

I no political parties which exercised or strove to exercise in-

fluence upon the administration of the empire. Especially the

imperial provinces were governed by the emperor directly. The

inhabitants Of UCh a province were never asked whom they wanted

fOf governor, or where their boundarv lines should be drawn. Some-

times it suited the emperor tO entrust a whole subject nation to the

I i native prince whose loyalty had been tested. Sometimes

he deemed it wiser to split up an unruly people into small adminis-

trative groups in accordance with the rule Divide et linpeia
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The rejil identity of the Herodians is easy enough to determine.

The word, to use a Latin term, is a nomen gentile, denoting de-cent

or relationship. In classical Greek such nouns were formed only of

names of countries and towns outside of Greece. In Latin the end-

ing characteristic of a nomen gentile is added especially to names

of places and ordinal numbers to express to what a thing or a person

belongs. Thus montanus is what belongs to or what is character-

istic of a mountain; primaiuts is a soldier of the first legion; Caesar-

ianus, which corresponds directly to Ilcrodianus, denotes during the

imperial period a certain officer of the emperor. Therefore, Herodi-

anus in our passages must mean an officer of Herod, the tctrarch of

Galilee and Perea. Such officers may have made common cause with

the Pharisees against Jesus and may have been at Jerusalem on ac-

count of the passover. But all the Gospels fail to name them among

the mortal enemies of Jesus. Herod himself is represented as having

recommended his acquittal. For Pilate declares: "I, having exam-

ined him before you, found no fault in this man touching those things

whereof you accuse him : no, nor yet Herod : for he sent him back

unto us ; and behold, nothing worthy of death hath been done by

him. I will therefore chastize him and release him." (Lk. xxiii.

14-16.)

Under these circumstances we have to turn back to Mk. iii. 6,

where the Pharisees and the Herodians are reported to have plotted

together against Jesus. There the story breaks off abruptly. For

we are not informed of any steps taken by the conspirators against

Jesus, although it is said they decided to destroy him. The parallel

accounts of Mk. iii. l-(>, namely, Mt. xii. 9-14 and Lk. vi. 6-11, are

left incomplete at exactly the same place. Mk. xii. L3-17, Mt. xxii.

16-22 and Lk. xx. 20-2(5 cannot belong therefore to the last days of

Jesus. They are the misplaced conclusion of the Cure on the Sab-

bath, which aroused the deadly resentment of the scribes and Phari-

sees. The officers of Herod were the proper persons to take part

in the interview of Jesus. It took place in Galilee where the tetrarch

was responsible for the strict observance of the Roman law. If

Jesus had declared in their presence the imperial tribute was against

the law of Moses, as they very likely had been led to believe by the

Pharisees, it would have been their duty to arrest Jesus on the spot

and bring him before the tribunal of the tetrarch.

The clash between Jesus and the Pharisees may be called the

prelude, while the conflict with the chief priests is the finale of the

great drama. Both run along parallel lines. The Pharisaic attempt
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of having Jesus convicted for opposing the rule of Rpme, has its

counterpart in the crucifixion, which was brought about by the chief

priests. Thus it could happen that a compiler of apostolic memoirs

might insert the episode of the Imperial Tax into the story of the

decisive battle after it was separated by some accident from its orig-

inal context.

We are now enabled to decide with certainty what the continu-

ation of the account of the Cleansing of the Temple must have looked

like. The original story of the passion cannot have contained longer

discourses of Jesus ; it was only a short review of the leading "events.

Jesus is represented as the man of deeds, not of words. After he

had bearded the lion in his den, there was no time left for discussing

religious problems. The chief priests and the scribes, retiring before

Jesus and the multitude, did not depart for their homes and wait

several days before they could make up their mind to hold a common
meeting in order to decide what they ought to do. They went at

once to a place where they could discuss a plan of action. That meet-

ing is described in the First Gospel as follows : "The chief priests and

the elders of the people were gathered together unto the court of

the high priest, who was called Caiaphas ; and they took counsel

together that they might take Jesus by subtelty and kill him. But

they said, Not during the feast lest a tumult arise among the peo-

ple." (Mt. xxvi. 3-5.) The passage joins directly Mt. xxi. 46.

Mt. xxvi. 1-2 belongs evidently to the compiler who inserted Mt.

xxii.-xxv. That is indicated by the clause, "when Jesus had finished

all these words" (verse 1), and by the particle "then" at the be-

ginning of verse 3. According to verse 2, the meeting of the enemies

of Jesus as well as the cleansing of the temple took place two days

before the passover. But that date is supported only by the Second

Gospel (Mk. xiv. 1) and has not been derived therefore from the

oldest Synoptic source.

The corresponding statement of the Second Gospel is : "And the

chief priests and the scribes sought how they might take him with

subtelty and kill him. For they said, Not during the feast lest haply

there shall be a tumult of the people." (Mk. xiv. 1-2) . Luke reads

:

"And the chief priests and the scribes sought how they might put

him to death; for they feared the people." (Lk. xxii. 2.)

The three accounts come evidently from a common source. Still

there are certain differences. The Matthew version reports a regular

meeting at the court of the high priest, which is not mentioned in

the other Gospels. The consensus of Mark and Luke proves the
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original text to have read: "And the chief priesti and the scribes

soughl how they might I<i!l him." The two verbs "kill" and "put

to death" of Mark and I .ukc, respectively, arc only rlitrcreiit render-

ings of the same Semitic verb. The sentence "for they feared the

people," in Luke, states why they wanted to put JeStU to death.

They were afraid the whole nation might believe in him. The word-

impress one as being the original texl because the statement of the

first two Gospels oilers some difficulties. In the fir-4 place, it does

not explain why they wanted to kill Jesus, but only why they in-

tended to do so with subtelty. In the second place, the words "not

during the feast," if understood as an adverbial phrase of time, have

no meaning at all. As a matter of fact, Jesus was crucified during

the feast on the fifteenth day of Nisan, and still no tumult arose

among the people. It looks to me as if "not during the feast" were

correlated to "with subtelty" and denoted, in it the time when, hut the

place where. In that case, "during the feast" is an error of translation

for which the Greek interpreter of the Semitic text is to be held re-

sponsible. It ought to read : "not in the temple.'' The Greek

noun for "feast" stands in the Septuagint for two Hehrew nouns.

It expresses fifty-eight times the one and thirty times the other.

The latter signifies either "an appointed time" or "an appointed

place," and the appointed place may he the temple. (Hebrew Eng-

lish Lexicon by Brown, Driver & Briggs, p. 11T.)

The Johanninc parallel to the council of the chief priests and

the elders of the people is found Jn. xi. 47-50. It is separated from

the Cleansing of the Temple just as the corresponding Synoptic ac-

counts by copious insertions derived from other sources. It is re-

lated to Jn. vii. 38 and 45 ff. to judge by the term, "the chief priests

and the Pharisees." In its present shape, however, it has nothing

to do with the Cleansing of the Temple. For the reason why they

wanted to kill Jesus is because he had raised I .a/arus from the dead.

Yet that explanation is fraught with serious difficulties. The

miracle itself offers the greatest objection. The enemies of Jesus

could send to Bethany and verify the report brought to them by eve

witnesses in all its details. The ancient world believed that such

deeds could be done. Many persons were credited with supernat-

ural gifts and highly honored and rewarded by their followers. The

chief priests and the Pharisees might he insanely jealous of the in-

fluence which Jesus, the worker of wonders, obtained over the

people ; hut at the same time they were bound to cherish a whole-

some respect and fear of him. For Jesus would not hesitate, as they
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had to take for granted, to turn his supernatural powers against them

if forced to defend himself. Even at that age, self-defence was rec-

ognized as the first law of nature. An individual able to call back to

life a putrid body might easily turn living bodies into corpses by a

mere word of his mouth if anybody should prove bold enough to lay

violent hands upon him.

Such a consideration compels us to study the story of Lazarus

(
Jn. xi. 1-46) with great care. The narrative is not distinguished by

literary skill and fluency. Even the opening sentence, "Now a cer-

tain man was sick, Lazarus of Bethany, of the village of Mary and

her sister Martha," hardly fits into the given situation. Martha and

Mary are designated afterwards the sisters of Lazarus ; Martha calls

him "my brother" (verse 21), and Mary does the same thing (verse

32), and Jesus speaks of him as "thy brother" both in his interview

with Martha and with Mary (verse 28 and 39). Still verse 1 by

itself alone does not indicate such a relationship between Lazarus

and the sisters. It looks almost as if the original beginning of the

narrative had been lost and replaced by notes taken from the Third

Gospel.

Verse 2 : "And it was that Mary who anointed the Lord with

ointment and wiped his feet with her hair, whose brother Lazarus

was sick," is likewise hard to account for. The anointing of Jesus

by Mary occurred, according to our Gospel, quite a time after the

raising of Lazarus from the dead and is related Jn. xii. 1-8 ; and it

is not exactly customary in historical writings to refer to happen-

ings before they have taken place.

Also verse 5 : "Now Jesus loved Martha and her sister ana

Lazarus," is open to criticism. After the message of the sisters,

"Lord, behold, he whom thou lovest is sick" (verse 3), there is no

need for such a statement. Besides the Greek verb for "love" in

verse 5 is not the same as that employed in the rest of the narrative

(see verse 2 and 36).

One is tempted to reject all those verses as glosses. But as

soon as they are dropped, the narrative is left incomplete. Even the

omission of verse 5 does not improve the text unless the clause,

"when he heard that he was sick," at the beginning of verse 6, is

stricken off simultaneously. It is merely a repetition of what is said

before in verse 4.

All these blemishes, however, may be characteristic of the style

of the author. For their elimination would render necessary a re-

writing of the whole introduction. They would mark him, not as a
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person who tells a familiar story, Ian ih one who evolves awkwardly

a fictitious narrative oul <<f his own mind and finds it quite a ta-k to

get his proper start. ( me even mi^lit suspecl him to have based his

account upon data borrowed from Luke, namely, the pericope of

Martha and Mary (l.k. X, 38 12) and the parable of l.azaru- < Lk.

xvi. 1 !)-:*!).

Tlu- list of objectionable feature. is by no mean- exhausted.

When the disciples warned Jesus not to go to Bethany because the

Judeans might Stone him (verse 8), he is reported t<» have replied:

"Are there not twelve hours in the day? If a man walk in the d

he stumbleth not because he seeth the light of this world. But if a

man walk in the night, he stumbleth because the light is not in him'*

(verse 9-10). The words are very likely a genuine saying of Jesus.

But as long as the exact circumstances under which they were first

pronounced are unknown, it is impossible to determine their true

meaning. Even in an allegory "stumble" cannot denote "be stoned

to death." In order to avoid murderers, traveling by night is often

safer than traveling by day. If "the light of this world" is the sun.

the closing words, "the light is not in him." have no meaning. Even

if we suppose Jesus to have intended to say: A man who walks in

the light of righteousness, need not fear an attack of the wicked.

Jesus would be contradicted by common experience if he spoke of

personal violence. Thus Jn. xi. 9-10 must be a fragment of some

discourse of Jesus which the writer of our pericope thought proper

to add to his story.

Verse 1 1-1 I, the disciples are described as more than commonly

stupid. They fail to understand their master's announcement :
"» Uir

friend Lazarus is fallen asleep; hut 1 go that I may awake him out

of sleep." For they return the silly answer: "Lord, if he is fallen

asleep, he will recover."

Verse 24 Martha declares: "1 know that he shall rise again in

the resurrection at the last day." Jesus corrects her in verse 25 f.

by saying:

"I am the resurrection and the life:

He that believeth on me. though he die.

Yet shall he live:

And whosoever liveth and believeth on me
Shall never die."

The statement is not less beautiful than true and evidently a genuine

word of Jesus. The parallelism of members, expressing the leading

thought in two ways, cannot be overlooked. But we inquire in vain
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bow it could apply to the case of Lazarus. He had died, and the

lift- that was given back to him was not the life of which Jesus

i ' former was the animal life of the body, the latter is

the spiritual life of the soul. The one is transient, the other perma-

nent, or eternal. As a matter of fact, Jesus in the just quoted words

vrrts directl) the Pharisaic doctrine of the resurrection, which

put into the mouth of Martha. The Pharisees believed that all

who died wen- .had and had to Stay in Sheol until on the last day

the present world, the first day of the kingdom of God would

dawn. Then the pious in the nether world would arise from the

; <1 and enter tOgther with the living elect the heavenly kingdom.

As Jesus held a different idea of the kingdom of God, he also cher-

ished a different conception of the resurrection, lie was not wait-

ing for a bodily resurrection, but identified "the resurrection" with

"the- life,*' that is to say. with the life everlasting. Those who be-

Heve in Jesus live forever in spite of death: and those who thus live

in Jesus never dii

Vet we are surprised to learn that Jesus "groaned in the

it and was troubled," or "was moved with indignation in the

spirit and troubled himself" because Mary and her friends were

weeping. \\ e are not told why he was indignant at their tears. Ac-

ting to vei 5 he wept himself, lie certainly could not be

moved with grief and compassion. For he had come to raise his

friend from the dead and restore him to the bosom of his family.

The groaning of verse 38 is just as much a mystery as the first. It

looks almost as if the narrator deemed it wise to equip JeSUS for the

asion with a few juggler's tricks.

Such observations make our pericope appear, not as one organic

whole, hut as a patchwork quilt. That in turn suggc-ts a compara-

tively late origin and a probable dependence of the composer upon

the before named Luke passages.

The story represents Jesus as most deliberately planning and

ecuting a great and undoubted miracle in order to convince the

people that he was "the Christ, the Son of God, even he that cometh

into the world
-

'

\ verse 21 |. When he heard the news of his friend's

he said: "This sickness is not unto death, but for the glory

of God, that the Son of God may he glorified thereby" (verse 4).

I !<• waits purposely for two days ( verse 6), that is to say. till Laza-

rus had dud (verse 1 1 and 11). before he set out on his journey to

Bethany. For had he arrived there while his friend was still living,

he would have been obliged to cure him at once and thus missed the
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opportunity of demonstrating his power over death. That is im-

plied in not less than three passages. Both Martha and Mary greet

Jesus with the identical words: "Lord, if thou hadst been here, my
brother had not died" (verse 21 and 32). And verse 37 we read:

"Some of them said, Could not this man, that opened the eves of

him that was blind, have caused that this man also should not die?''

Thanks to the delay of Jesus, he found at his arrival that Lazarus

not only was dead, but also buried for four days (verses 17 and '3d).

As a result decomposition had advanced, as was proved by the smell

that arose from the tomb. The Greek verb, translated "decay" in

the American Revised Version (verse 39); means "to smell," that

is, "to smell sweet" as well as "to stink." Lazarus without doubt

was dead, and no mortal man could have called him back to lite.

Martha indeed has supreme confidence in Jesus and confesses:

"Even now I know that whatsoever thou shalt ask of God, God will

give thee" (verse 22). Nevertheless she does not comprehend the

true significance of the promise of Jesus : "Thy brother shall rise

again" (verse 23). Verse 40 Jesus appeals to the faith of Martha:

"Said I not to thee that, if thou believedst, thou shouldst see the

glory of God?" When the stone had been removed, Jesus offered

thanks to God because He had heard him. In doing so, he also

stated : "because of the multitude that standeth around I said it,

that they may believe that thou didst send me." The result came up

to his expectations. For we learn, verse 45: "Many therefore of

the Judeans, who came to Mary and beheld that which he did, be-

lieved on him." But not all believed ; for "some of them went away

to the Pharisees, and told them the things which Jesus had done"

(verse 46). Jesus had decided beforehand to make use of the death

of Lazarus for performing a miracle that would establish his Mes-

sianic character beyond the possibility of a doubt.

The word for "miracle" in John as well as in the Synoptic Gos-

pels is "sign," or "sign from heaven" (Lk. xi. 10). The term is

used quite often in the Fourth Gospel. But right here a fundamental

difference between the Fourth Gospel on the one hand and the Synop-

tic Gospels on the other hand ought not to be overlooked. The

Jesus of the former does many signs in order to make the people

believe in him. Fie also teaches, but his miracles are much more

important. The Jesus of the latter refuses expressly to perform a

miracle for that purpose and confines himself to proclaiming the law

of the kingdom of God and exemplifying that law by his own con-

duct. Fie does not even tell the people who he is. and forbids his
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to inform them thai he is the Messiah, lie evidently

inted the people to judge and decide for themselves, wthout being

mpted by others

The parable of the Rich M;m and Lazarus, of which we were

reminded as a possible source of the story of Lazarus, is a protest

tinst the demand for a sign. The Rich Man had realized in Hades

his mistake and desired to save his brethren from having to share

hi> terrible fate. The terms "rich" and "poor*
1

are used in the par-

able, of course, in the same Ebionitic sense as in the Beatitudes ana

Woes of Lie. \i. 20 26. The one class of people trust and obey God,

and the other do not. The Rich Sinner implores Abraham to send

Lazarus to hi- brethren that they might be converted. But Abraham

declines t<» grant that request. If the brethren want to be saved, they

have to listen only to Moses and the prophets. If they do not care

the word of God, as revealed by his great servants, they will not

be persuaded even if one should rise from the dead to bear fitness

of the hereafter. Belief in God and IIi> righteousness is a moral

act. I taless it guides and controls man's conduct, he does not believe

in God. For it is not identical with being informed and certain of

the e\i-tence of God. lor Mich a faith even the devil possesses, if

he i> the Miltonic leader of the host of fallen angels who enjoyed

personal intercourse with God before they rebelled. According to

the Book of Job, Satan has access to God even now (Job i. G ff i.

In the case of religion, seeing is not identical with believing. That

is abo illustrated by those witnesses of the raising of Lazarus from

the dead who could not denounce Jesus quickly enough to his mortal

enemies. I hus the answer of Abraham is absolutely true and ap-

pli<
I
matter of course, to all religions teaching, that of Jesus

not less than that of Must-, and the prophets. It is easy enough to

why Jems to the < >ld Testament. The parabolic char-

ter of his talc demanded that. Besides, the parable was addressed

without doubt to those Pharisees who insisted on a sign from heaven.

ired very naturally to direct their attention to their own
- with unbelievers.

'I he parable of Lazarus therefore demonstrates in comparison

with the str.ry of I a/arns that JesUS in the Synoptic < iosepls j.

guided l»\ a higher and truer principle than in some portions of the

irth Gospel. What In- strenuously objects to in the former, he

do in die latter. That contradiction cannot be smoothed

nd leads to only one conclusion : Icmk did not raise Lazarus
^1. We ! nly the testimon) of the Third Gospel
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for the genuineness of the parable. Bui thai testimony i-. corrobo-

rated by the refusal of Jesus to prove his authority by giving a sign

from heaven, which is recorded in all three Synoptic Go pels. The

story of Lazarus, however, which, according to the Fourth Gospel,

records the greatest and final Messianic <\cq<\ of Jesus, is nowhere

else alluded to in the whole New Testament. It was put together

by a party familiar with our present Luke, who attempted to com-

pose a life of Jesus, not as he knew it to have been, but as he imag-

ined it ought to have been. lie resuscitated the Lazarus of the par-

able, after giving him a home at Bethany and two sisters, Martha and

Mary. Bethany was suggested as the scene of the miracle by Mt.

xxvi. G and Mk. xiv. 3. The place had to be near Jerusalem so that

the Jewish authorities might learn at once what Jesus had done.

Since the historical Jesus did not raise Lazarus from the dead.

Jn. xi. 1-46 cannot account for the resolution of the chief priests and

the Pharisees to kill Jesus, which is a well established historical fact.

That is indicated also by the term "Pharisees" of verse 4(>. The

agents in verse 47 ff. are "the chief priests and the Pharisees." Jn.

xi. IT ff. may therefore be connected directly with the account of

the Cleansing of the Temple just as the corresponding passages of

the Synoptic Gospels. The statement, "for this man doeth manv
signs" of verse 47, has been added by the compiler. The original

narrative reads : "Therefore the chief priests and the Pharisees gath-

ered a council and said, What shall we do? If we let him thus alone,

all men will believe in him ; and the Romans will come and take away

both our place and our nation. But a certain one of them, Caiaphas,

being high priest that year, said unto them, Ye know nothing at all

nor do ye take account that it is better for you that one man should

die for the people than that the whole nation should perish."

The passage offers no special problems. "Thus" in the clause,

"if we let him thus alone," is significant. It refers to the fact that

they had been unable to do anything against Jesus. What is said

about the Romans is correct. They were the masters of Palestine

and did not shrink from the task of regulating the internal affairs of

the Jewish commonwealth whenever necessary. They even deposed

and installed high priests, although, according to the law of the

Jews, that office was held for life and descended from father to son.

The Romans demanded that the high priest should assist them in

controlling the people; and if he could not or would not do that, he

had to make room for a more adroit and pliable successor. (Ant.

xviii. '?, 1.) If the Jewish nation as a whole had accepted the lead-
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ership of Jesus and thrown off the yoke of the priests and the

scribes, the Roman governor would not have taken the part of the

latter. He had no use for the Pharisees ; and even a superficial in-

vestigation would have exposed the abuses of the chief priests.

While the Roman governor might extort all the money he could from

the Jews, he would not permit the priests to impoverish his subjects.

Moreover, it would have been an easier task to govern the Jews

when led by Jesus than under the control of the rapacious priests

and the fanatical scribes.

The proposition of Caiaphas was the answer to the question,

"What shall we do?'' and ended the discussion. Those who were

present at the council realized it was a battle for life and death be-

tween them and Jesus and that they had either to kill him or sur-

render everything they possessed and prized. The usual translation

of the words of Caiaphas : It is expedient for you that one man

should die for the people, and that the whole nation perish not,"

sounds rather awkward in English as well as it does in Greek. It

is an unskillful attempt of rendering to original Semitic text. He-

brew lacks the comparative and superlative degrees. These ideas

are expressed by the construction of the sentence. The Semitic con-

struction of the statement points to a Jewish-Christian author and

demonstrates the old age of the whole paragraph. It ought to read

in English: "It is better for you that one man should die for the

people than that the whole nation should perish."

(To Be Continued).
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truth. Such an investigation, wherever its results may now seem to lead, tends

surely toward an ultimate good"

—

The Chris/inn Register, Boston.

"Hia more Important conclusions are quite well established."

—

The Ameri-

can Anthropologist.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Choosing a School

—

SARGENT'S HANDBOOK OF
AMERICAN PRIVATE SCHOOLS

A GUIDE BOOK FOR PARENTS

telling intimately and discriminatingly of Schools
good and bad.

Why Choose Blindly?

896 pp. $4.00 postpaid.
i advii • "" i ,i/u.

PORTER SARGENT
14 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
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Manhood of Humanity
The Science and Art of Human Engineering

By Alfred Korzybski

Price, $3.00. I

A new civilization based on the spirit of Mathematical ?

thinking is the high ideal of this author.
j

His discovery of a fundamental law of human progress is

but one of the great concepts he presents in his theory of man's
relation to Time.

Competent critics pronounce the book a scientific reve-

lation:

1
j

"A book * * * great and mighty in its significance for the future
: welfare of men."—Cassius J. Keyser, Professor of Mathematics, Columbia
1 University, in The New York Evening Post.

"A clarifying instrument of organized thought."—Eric T. Bell, De-
partment of Mathematics, University of Washington.

"Should be carefully studied by all men of science, lest its truth
fail of being transformed into creative energy."—Alexander Petrunke-
vitch, Professor of Zoology, Yale University.

"A book of tremendous force and beauty, possessing almost unlimited
influence on the future development of mankind."—Walter N. Polakov,

j I a well-known engineer.

i i "I consider Count Korzybski's discovery of man's place in the great
life movement as even more epoch making than Newton's discovery of
the law of gravitation."—Robert E. Wolf, Vice-President of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

"Count Korzybski, in his recent remarkable book, 'Manhood of
Humanity', gives a new definition of man * * * and concludes that
humanity is set apart from other things that exist on this globe by its

time-binding faculty, or power, or capacity."—From the address of the ;

President of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Toronto, 1921, quoted in Science, December 30, 1921.

j

"It is written in a clear, logical, stimulating style."

—

The Journal of
Applied Psychology.

"There can be no greater power in a very human world than a clear
conception of the nature of man."—Stewart Paton, psychiatrist. Prince- ;

* ton University.

I

1 OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
I \

j |
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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NOW READY
The Buddhist Annual of Ceylon

Vol I. No. 3.

Edited by

S. W. Wijayatilake

75 cents

will remember with much interest the interesting Buddhist dele-

n from Ceylon to the Congreaa of Religions held in 1893 during the

World's Fair at Chicago.

( >nc of the editor*, of this magazine formed the M.iha Hodhi Society which
Bttmbon among it* members some of the greatest scholars and prelates of the

W ..till.

I lie Opoa l <>iirt Publishing Company has been invited to take subscriptions

1h» magazine which is published annually at a price of 75 cents a copy.

It is illustrated and very interesting in giving the modern religious history of

Ceylon including the educational and religious progress made during the last

forty years.

It is well worth the price to anyone who wishes to keep in touch with the

religious aspects of Oriental C i\ ili/.it ion.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Wr Mill h.i\<- a few copies of No. 1 and 2 on hand for any who wishes a

i omplete filr "f this interesting magazine.

A Christian's Appreciation of Other Faiths

By

REV. GILBERT REID, D. D.
Author of China at a Glance
China Captive or Free, Etc.

Pages .%0

Dr. Reid ia the Director of the International Institute of

nghai, China, when- he was established before and during the

Wo: Id War. His social and political relations with the Orient

during the trying period of China's neutrality created in him a spirit of

tional understanding which broke down all sense of separate-
. human life, particularly in spiritual matters. Mis book is

inspiring to sincere student of the science of religion and
I do much to establish the new order of human fellowship.

Order thiou^h any book dealer.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
outh Michigan Avenue CHICAGO



FIRST COURSE
IN

STATI ST I CS
BY

D. CARADOG JONES, M.A., F.S.S.

FORMERLY LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS
AT DURHAM UNIVERSITY

Price, Cloth $3.7.
r
,

The fundamental importance of the right use of Statistics

is becoming increasingly evident on all sides of life, social and

commercial, political and economic. A study of this book
should enable the reader to discriminate between the masses of

valuable and worthless figures published, and to use what is of

value intelligently. It is meant to serve as an introduction to

the more serious study of the theory provided by other works.

PRESS NOTES.

This is an excellent "first course" to place in the hands of a mathematical
student who wishes to develop his work on the statistical side or is interested
in probability and has an eye to research on the mathematics of the subject.
As the book is one of Bell's Mathematical Series (Advanced Section), it is

natural that the subject should be approached in this way, but its use will be
wider than that indicated, because it will make a good second course for a
person doing statistical work in practice if one of the elementary books on the
subject has been read first, and it can be used for revision purposes by those
teaching the subject who prefer to give one of the well-known existing text-

books to their pupils in the first instance.

—

Mathematical Gazette.

This is an admirable introduction to one of the most important of sub-
jects. Statistics, it is safe to say, were never more used, nor less understood,
then they are today.—Mr. Jones has done his work well. He explains the
special terminology of the subject clearly, and deals squarely with all the
difficulties. We trust his valuable book will have a very large circulation. It

deserves it.

—

Scottish Educational Journal.

Persons interested in satistics—and the number of such is increasing
daily—will find in this volume a very compact, clear and sufficiently complete
account of the mathematical machinery employed in analyzing raw statistical

material and in deducing general statements regarding the characteristics

—

these pages offer an excellent introduction to the works of Pearson, Yule, Bow-
ley, Edgworth, and the other pioneers of this branch of science.

—

Journal of
Education.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
CHICAGO LONDON



(irover Cleveland

A Study in Political Courage

By ROLAND HUGINS

A brief hut complete biography

of a vjrr.it preaidenl and a<l

Durable American. I'mwnts

information f<>r tin student,

.»ik1 interpretation l<>r the his-

torian. Ilw hr-t life of Grover
C level.uul mat has appeared

m a decade.

$1.00 a Copy

THE OPEN COURT PUB-
LISHING CO.

Chicago, ... Illinois

The
Biological Foundations

of Belief

By

Wesley Raymond Wells, Ph. D.

A behavioristic study of

religious valin I he first

thoroughgoing application of

the principles of behavioristic

psychology in the field of the

philosophy of religion. The
book contains also a criticism

of pragmatism as applied to

religion by Wm. James.

Price, Cloth, $1.50

RICHARD G. BADGER,
THE GORHAM PRESS,

Boston

PARACELSUS
HIS PKRSONALITY AND INFLUENCE AS A PHYSICIAN,

CHEMIST AND REFORMER

By JOHN MAXSON STILLMAN
Emeritus Professor of Chemistry, Stanford University

Cloth, $2.00

Theophrastus Homhastus von Hohcnhcim. called Paracelsus, is one
of the important although little known originators of scientific method in

surgery and chemistry. His lifetime fell in the period (1493-1541) of the
t fertile intellectual activity of the Renaissance, which was due largely

to the invention of printing by movable types and the remarkable develop-
• of universities both in number and teaching.

During the last thirty years scholarly research has been notably
I to the reinvestigation of the early history of scientific thought.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
m SOUTH MICHIOAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS



NEW ADDITIONS TO THE

OPEN COURT MATHEMATICAL SERIES

A First Course in Nomographer
By 8. Brodetsky (Reader In Applied Mathematics at Leeds Univer-
sity). Pages, 135, 04 Illustration!. Price $3.00

Graphical methods of calculation are becoming ever more im-
portant in all branches of engineering. The object of this book is to
explain what nomograms arc, and how they can be constructed and
used.

Projective Vector Algebra
By L. Silberstein (Lecturer in Mathematical Physics at the Univer-
sity of Rome). Pages, 78. Price $1.75

An Algebra of Vectors based upon the axioms of order and of
connection and independent of the axioms of Congruence and of
Parallels is the subtitle of this book. Some of the conclusions de-
sirable from the subject may be helpful to readers interested in the
degree of soundness of the foundations of the modern theory of
relativity.

Elementary Vector Analysis: with application to Geometry and
Physics

By C. E. Weatherburn, Ormond College, University of Melbourne.
Pages, 184. Price $3.50

A simple exposition of elementary analysis. Vector Analysis is

intended essentially for three-dimensional calculations; and its
greatest service is rendered in the domains of mechanics and mathe-
matical physics.

An Elementary Treatise on Differential Equations and Their Appli-
cation

By H. T. H. Piaggio, M. A., Professor of Mathematics, University
College, Nottingham. Pages, 242. Pages $3.50

The theory of Differential Equations is an important branch
of modern mathematics. The object of this book is to give an ac-
count of the central parts of the subject in as simple a form as pos-
sible. Differential Equations arise from many problems in Algebra,
Geometry, Mechanics, Physics and Chemistry.

A History of the Conceptions of Limits and Fluxions in Great Britain
from Newton to Woodhouse

By Florian Cajori. Ph. D., Professor of History of Mathematics in the
University of California. Pages. 300. Price $2.00

A sensational event in the early history of mathematics was
Bishop Berkeley's attack upon the logical foundations of the Cal-
culus invented by Newton ami Leibniz. Hardly known at all are the
quarrels among the English mathematicians themselves which fol-
lowed the controversy with Berkeley. These matters are worked out
from original sources in Professor Cajori's book.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY

122 South Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois



The Philosophical Writings of
Richard Burthogge

Edited with Introductions and Notes by

MARGARET W. LANDES
Welleslev College

///, $2.00

T\
IE re-discovery of « seventeenth-century English philosopher proves the

maxim that merit is not often recognized in n scholar's own day not only
because his teaching is premature but also because it is so pervaded by

the dominating thought of the time that its element of originality is lost.

Burthogge's theory of knowledge is his most important philosophical teach-

ing. His doctrine of the superiority of mind over matter is about the same as

th. it taught by More and by Cudworth. However far from holding that sense

it a hindrance to knowledge, Burthogge teaches, like Kant, that it is one of

the only two sources of knowledge.
This volume is the third contribution to the study of seventeenth and

eighteenth-century English philosophical texts by graduate students of Wellesley
College.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Saccheri's Euclides Vindicatus

Edited and translated by

GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED

I-atin English edition of the first non-Euclidean Geometry published in Milan, 1733

Pages, *8o Cloth, $2.00

A geometric endeavor in which are established the foundation principles

of universal peometry, with special reference to Euclid's Parallel Postulate.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS



A Short History of

Christian Theophagy
BY

PRESERVED SMITH, PH.D.

Pages. 223 Price, $2.00

"In proportion as the knowledge of history becomes more profound and
intelligent", says the great French scholar, Gabriel Monod, "an ever larger
place is given to the study of religious beliefs, doctrines, and institutions".
But, continues the same authority, the study of these phenomena is as yet
very backward, partly because of the intrinsic difficulty of the subject, partly
because the fear of wounding others' feelings or of exciting their prejudices
prevents many investigators from cultivating this field in a scientific spirit.

The present work attempts to subject to rational analysis and objective con-
sideration one of the most interesting and fundamental of Christian doctrines.
The author, who writes sine ira et studio, as one who has no party to serve
and no cause to advance save that of truth, cooly exhibits the history of the
idea of the sacrificed and eaten god from its obscure dawn in primitive times
to its evening twilight in the present.

The practice of eating a god in the form of first-fruits or of a divine
animal originated in ancient times, and attained an extraordinary develop-
ment in the Mystery Religions of the Greeks, in the cults of Attis, of
Adonis, of Osiris, of Dionysus, of Demeter, and of other Saviour Gods.
From these cults the idea was borrowed by Paul and, against opposition of
the Jewish Christians, fastened on the church. The history of the dogma,
after the first centuries of our era, has been the story of attempts to explain
it. Transubstantiation and the doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass were not,
as commonly by Protestants and rationalists they are said to be, the inept
^inventions of a barbarous age, but were the first endeavors to reason about
and philosophically to elucidate beliefs formerly accepted with naive sim-
plicity. The hardest battles over the dogma came in the Reformation period,
which accordingly bulks large in the present work. While Luther, Calvin,
and other prominent Reformers believed in a real presence, but tried to give
its mode new explanations, other more advanced spirits, Honius, Carlstadt,
Swingli, Tyndale, and their fellows, adopted the view, now prevalent in
Protestant communions, that the eucharistic bread and wine were mere
symbols. After the heat of the sixteenth-century controversies, Zwinglian or
rationalist views were quietly adopted by most Christians, though here and
there high sacramentalism survived or was revived.

Rightly understood the present study will be appreciated as a scientific

essay in the field of comparative religion, and as furnishing a rational ex-
planation of much that is most delicate and important in the history of
Christianity.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 S. Michigan Ave. ----- Chicago
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